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For the considerable amount 
o f Late Night of With Daxrid Letter- 
man fans that filled the the seats 
in Moore Hall II, Randy Co­
hen, a former la te  Night writer 
offered a rare glimpse behind 
the scenes of the show we all 
know and love. Mr. Cohen 
described his seven-year expe­
rience as a writer on the show, 
during which he won three 
Emmy awards and also had a 
hand in such Late Night favor­
ites as the Tiger and Monkey 
Cam, and the ever-popular Top 
Ten lists.
Mr. Cohen worked as a free­
lance newspaper and magazine 
writer before auditioning for 
the show with six pages of his 
ideas. While he joked about his 
being hired as "a clerical er­
ror," it became clear as the lec­
ture progressed that his sense 
of humor was what landed him
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this dream job. He displayed riously return, 
his quick wit by tormenting Mr. Cohen described how 
late- comers to the lecture by he worked with a group of nine
directing their seating. Healso otherwritersforalloftheseven
embarrassed, in a very Dave- years that he was with the 
likefashion, a girl brave enough show. He portrayed theatmo-
to wander out and then myste- phere as very informal and
In its recently released 1992 
"A m erica's Best Colleges 
Guide," U.S. News & World 
Report magazine has named 
Providence College as the sixth 
highest-ranking institution of 
the 168 colleges and universi­
ties in the "north" division of 
the report's "regional colleges 
and universities category." 
Providence College also ranked 
sixth in the same category in 
the magazine's 1991 report.
The magazine divide the 558 
schools in the guide's "regional 
colleges and universities cate­
gory” into four regions (north, 
south, midwest and west), and 
rankeid them on the basis of 
scores for academic reputation; 
the scholastic quality of stu­
dents, as measured by each 
school's selectivity; the degree 
to which schools support a 
high-quality, full-time faculty; 
overall financial resources; and 
the level of student satisfaction 
as measured by the school's 
ability to graduate the students 
it admits as freshmen.
Providence College ranked 
first in "student selectivity" out 
of the 168 "north" schools, a 
placement which was deter­
mined by the acceptance rate 
among applicants to PC's 1990 
entering class; the "yield," or 
the percentage of those ac­
cepted who actually enrolled; 
and either the average or mid­
point combined scores on the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test or on 
the composite American Col­
lege Testing Assessment.
Providence College ranked
second in "student satisfac­
tion" out of the 168 "north" 
schools, which was determined 
by using the average percent­
age of students in the 1983 to 
1985 freshmen classes who 
graduated within five years of 
their enrollment.
Providence College ranked 
fourth in academic "reputa­
tion" out of the 168 "north" 
schools, as the result of a sur­
vey of academic reputations 
which was responded to by 
2,425 college presidents, deans 
and admissions directors.
The top five schools in the 
"north" division of the "re­
gional colleges and universi­
ties category," in which Provi­
dence placed sixth, are: Worc­
ester Polytechnic Institute 
(Massachusetts); Alfred Uni­
versity (New York); Villanova 
University (Pennsylvania); 
Fairfield University (Connecti­
cut) and Rutgers State Univer­
sity at Camden (New Jersey).
Institutions ranked within 
the "regional colleges and 
universities" category gener­
ally award more than half their 
bachelor's degrees in two or 
more professions.
Altogether, U.S. News and 
World Report ranked 1,373 
four-year schools in its 1992 
"A m erica's Best Colleges 
Guide." Other categories in 
which institutions were rated 
were "national universitiesand 
national liberal arts colleges," 
"regional liberal arts colleges," 
and "specialized institutions."
casual, which was not at all like 
the "cut throat and crass" tele­
vision environment he had ex­
pected. Cohen attributed the 
laid back work place to Dave's 
philosophy that "We're not 
doing brain sugery here. If 
NBC had something better to 
put on, they would. "
He also revealed that the Top 
Ten lists seen on the show are 
actually condensed from about 
one hundred possibilities sub­
mitted by the ten writers. Other 
little known facts are that Dave's 
"gentle scent of cologne can be 
detected from fifty feet away" 
and that the studio is always 
kept very cold to to alleviate 
Dave's fear that people will fall 
asleep and not laugh.
Included in the lecture were 
a short series of clips which Mr. 
Cohen described as "some of 
the funniest moments from the 
show." (The fact that he had 
written on all the segments 
shown was dismissed as mere 
coincidence.) Among the clips 
shown was the piece that Randy
Cohen "lives and dies for": the 
Monkey Cam. For those unfa­
miliar with this innovation, it 
invovles strapping a small TV 
camera onto a chimp and then 
allowing him "to run freely 
around the studio." The result 
can make the viewer a little 
dizzy, but Cohen joked that 
"the camera men love it be­
cause the chimp does all the 
work for them."
There were also clips of 
"remotes" in which Dave and 
his crew leave the studio for 
such noble pursuits as drop­
ping a three ton weight on a TV 
showing Geraldo, and answer­
ing -in person- an unsuspect­
ing girl's letter regarding 
Dave's choice of shoes.
Randy Cohen obviously 
contributed quite a bit to Late 
Night and repeatedly expressed
how much he enjoyed working 
with such a unique show. Af­
ter doing 950 shows he has 
decided to move on and is 
currently writing a play.
by Kate Malloy
Assistant News Editor
The Commencement 1992 
situation which was looking 
rather bleak last week has taken 
a turn for the better. In the 
October 17 edition of the Cowl, 
it was reported that due to 
overexpenditures in previous 
year's commencement spend­
ing, the budget for this year's 
would be significantly limited. 
While this information is still 
true, additonal funds, that had 
been raised by the class of 1992, 
were located and reassigned to 
finance commencement activi­
ties. These additional funds, in 
the amount of between $20,000 
and $30,000 were raised by the 
class of '92 and were left from 
their Junior Ring Weekend.
Kathleen Ley, Student Con­
gress Treasurer, is very opti­
mistic that, despite the current 
economic strains, this year's 
commencement will be a suc­
cess. She suggested that there 
was auite a bit of money to be 
saved while still maintaining 
the quality of the activities. "A 
lot of money was wasted last 
year on little things. No one's 
going to notice i f  they're two 
less flowers on each table."
Kathleen also mentioned 
that the Commencement Core 
still had time to use their crea­
tivity to cut comers. Alison 
Molloy, who is the core chair­
person, assured that the com­
mittee was looking into money 
saving alternatives. She ex­
plained, "We will be circulat­
ing a questionnaire to seniors 
about what activities they're 
interested in, and then we'll go 
from there."
Father McPhail commended 
the Student Congress and the 
senior class for their "responsi­
bility" in dealing with the bad 
newsof the restricted funds this 
year. He is also confident that 
this year's student congress is 
"much more sensitive to the
plained that one positive effect 
of this crisis will be that a better 
system of checks and balances 
will be enacted so that "there 
will be no more surprises."
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Wagers and Wall Street:
An Exciting Schedule of Events 
for the Finance Club
The finance club is off to a 
fast start this year with a full 
slate of activities. The new 
officers of the dub. Bob LoBue, 
Jerry Eustace, Susan Arduini, 
and Tracy Regan, have met 
several times with the club's 
faculty coordinator. Professor 
KenGaus, and have developed 
a plan for the year.
The club plans to show 
several movies throughout the 
year. "Wallstreet" is the first 
on the agenda, and will be 
shown Monday, October 28, 
in Moore Hall I at 7 p.m. In 
addition to the movies sched­
uled, there will be seminars 
and speakers on different ca­
reers in finance and a trip to 
the New York Stock Exchange 
in the spring.
A major focus for the club 
will be its partidpation in the 
AT&T Investment Challenge 
in which it will sponsor sev­
eral teams, each practising its 
own strategy in the competi­
tion. Other interested students 
can also compete on their own 
foracostof$49.95. Thetopten 
ranking competitors will be 
awarded a trip to the Bahamas
as well as cash prizes starting at 
$25,000 for first place. Any club 
team that wins a prize must 
share it among the team mem­
bers.
A Major 
focus
for the club 
will be its 
participation 
in the 
AT&T 
Investment 
Challenge
Arrangements for a bulk 
order from Providence College 
have been made with the ship­
ping department of the Invest­
ment Challenge which will
oger
illiams
A time to care...
To share your talents...
To make a difference.
BE A VOLUNTEER!
Roger Williams Medical Center is now 
recruiting volunteers to assist at the hospital’s 
Information Desk and in the Gift Shop.
If you could give a few hours a day of your 
time each week, you could make a great 
difference in the lives of our patients and their 
families.
Whether you are a people-oriented person who 
likes to keep busy, or someone who wants to give 
some time to a worthy cause, or a student who 
needs some practical work experience to enhance 
your resume—we need your talents!
This is an excellent opportunity to explore a 
healthcare career. Internships also available in 
related areas of marketing and public relations.
Call Kim Galipeau, Roger Williams volunteer 
& PC student recruiter at 521-2088 or Lynn 
Langevin, Volunteer Services, Roger Williams 
Hospital, 456-2505.
therefore eliminate a shipping 
expense of up to $17per entry. 
If you plan to partidpate inde­
pendently from the finance 
club, final orders will be taken 
on Monday before the show­
ing of "Wallstreet."
Finally, interested club 
members will be attending 
monthly meetings of the 
Brown Venture Forum. This 
eight year old entrepreneur- 
oriented group presents an 
actual start-up company situ­
ation at each meeting which is 
then critiqued by a panel of 
financial, marketing, and in­
dustry experts. This has 
turned into an outstanding 
career networking opportu­
nity for a diverse cross-section 
of the southern New England 
business community.
All finance majors and other 
students are invited to partid­
pate in any of the club's activi­
ties.
D isciplinary
M easures
Disciplinary Measures as submit­
ted from the office o f the vicepresi­
dent for Student Services
Cases as of.
October 18,1991:
The first case involved one 
student and the following 
charges have been adjudicated 
by the College Judiciaiy Offi­
cer. The student was found 
guilty of underage drinldng, 
malidous mischief, and verbal 
abuse against campus security. 
Consequently, the following 
penalties have been assessed: a 
fine of $100,10 hours of com­
munity service, an additional
10 hours of community service 
for harrassment of a security 
officer, alcohol counseling, and 
disdplinary probation unitl 
May 31,1992.
The second case involved 
one student and the following 
charges have been adjudicated 
by the College Judiciary Offi­
cer. The student was found 
guilty of underage drinking 
and malicious mischief. Con­
sequently, the follow ing 
charges have been assessed: a 
fine of $100,10 hours of com­
munity service, alcohol coun­
seling, and disdplinary proba­
tion until May 31,1992.
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Marketing Club 
Important Meeting!!!!
Tuesday, October 29th 
Slavin Center 
Room 203 
6:00 pm
Stop by... and CA$H IN!!
LaSalle Pharmacy
Friendly, Expert Prescription Service
OUT OF STATE PRESCRIPTIONS EASILY TRANSFERRED 
FULL SERVICE COMPUTERIZED PHARMACY 
FULL LINE OF HEALTH &  BEAUTY AIDS 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
EXPANDED HOURS: YOUR CAM PUS
MON-FRI 7:30a.m.-9:00p.m PHARM ACY
SAT 8:30a.m.-9:00p.m. Qzr-j i -t
ALSO OPEN SUNDAYS.
There is only one
F R E Y  F L O R I S T
5 0 A V E.-PK O V .
and we have the
LARGEST Selection of JR W  FLO W ER S
in the P.C. Area!!
Call 521-3539 or stop in
REMEMBER... — r
If you don't see me t you're in
the wrong place!!
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Alcohol and Advertising:
Is the Public Being Manipulated?
Dr. Jean Kilboume, Ed. D., an 
internationally known media 
critic, lecturer, and writer, will 
presenta lecture, slide show, and 
discussion entitled '"Under the 
Influence': The Pushing of Alco­
hol via Advertising" on Mon­
day, October 28, at 7:30 p.m. in 
'64 Hall. The lecture is free and 
open to the public.
Dr. Kilboume will share her 
belief that alcohol industry
indoctrinates them-and the rest 
of the American public-with 
powerful images and messages 
that they will have success, 
friendship, and fun by buying 
and using alcohol. In her slide 
presentation, Dr. Kilboume 
shows how advertising falsely 
links alcohol with those attrib­
utes, which she says the abuse of 
alcohol actually diminishes and 
destroys.
Currently a visiting scholar 
at Wellesley College, Dr. Kil­
boume is a member of the board 
of directors of the National 
Council on Alcoholism and 
Drug Dependence. Shehasbeen 
interviewed by Time, Business
Week, and The New York Times, 
and has been a guest on radio 
and television programs which 
include The Oprah Winfrey Show 
and The Today Show. She has 
also been consulted by CNN, 
ABC and CBS News, 20/20, and
Nightline. Dr. Kilboume has also 
twice been named "Lecturer of 
the Year" by the National Asso­
ciation of Campus Activities.
Dr. Kilboume has testified 
before the US Congress and has 
served as a member of former
US Surgeon General C. Everett 
Koop's Workshop on Drank 
Driving. She is listed in The 
Who's Who of Women and 
Who's Who in American Educa­
tion, among other publications.
Dr. Kilboume's presentation 
is being sponsored by team of 
students and staff from Provi­
dence College's Office of Stu­
dent Services as part of National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week. Other alcohol awareness 
activities include information 
tables in the student cafeterias 
dealing with the adverse effects 
of alcohol, and workshops in 
residence halls. PC's SADD 
(Students Against Driving 
Drank) organization sponsored 
such non-alcohol activities as a 
barbecue and scavenger hunt, 
and have planned other alcohol 
awareness activities.
The Cowl 
News Staff 
will be presenting 
a four-part series article 
on sexual assault
to inform and educate students 
about this increasing problem 
on college campuses 
nationwide
written by 
Jeanne M. Handy *92
The O pportunity
of a
Lifetim e
by Trida Connolly
News Editor
ONLY IN
O N L Y  A T  N Y U
THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN...
• Choose from over 1,000 courses.
• Study with a  distinguished faculty.
• Uve in Greenwich VMage for as IHHe 
■s $100 per six-week session.
Make the NYU Summer 
part of your year- 
round plan. Call us 
today toll free at
1-800-2484NYU, 
ext 232,
or send tn the coupon.
1892 Calendar
Setdoot
May26-July3
State B:
July August 14
rNewYortltoiwrsity 
25 West Fourth Street 
Room 633
NfwYort,RY. 10012 
0 0 6 8
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Bob Gardner, FBI recruiter 
and a spedal agent for the past 
23 years, delivered a lecture 
yesterday about career oppor­
tunities as a special agent in the 
FBI. He stressed that everyone 
who works for the FBI is not an 
agent; there is a large number of 
support employees in the sys­
tem, including those in profes­
sional and technical positions. 
The FBI is the principal law en­
forcement agency of the US 
Department of Justice, which 
means that they have the broad­
est scope of authority, dealing 
with approximately 230 differ­
ent felonies.
Mr. Gardner outlined the 
principal points involved in the 
job of criminal investigator; he 
pointed out that "an investiga­
tor must be the kind of person 
who people want to talk to." An 
investigator must be able to 
present evidence in a concise 
written report so it may hold up 
in court testimony. Gardner 
warns that the most high-risk 
factor of the job is making ar­
rests, because "people win do 
anything to keep from going to
diversified fields in which the 
applicant must have a B.A. or 
B.S. degree plus three years full­
time work experience.
The starting salary for an FBI 
agent is $28,000 a year, which 
works out to about $35,400 with 
overtime pay. Opportunitesare 
in their prime, says Gardner, 
since thel,180 agents who were
headquarters in DC. This fully- 
paid program is offered to stu­
dents with a GP A of 3.0 or better 
who have completed three years 
of undergraduate studies. The 
application process includes 
submitting a resume, transcript, 
photograph, recommendation, 
and an essay. The area field 
office nominates four people
An FBI agent must be at least 
23 years old and in excellent 
physical condition, and must 
meet the requirements of the 
FBIs tough drag policy, which 
states that they will hire no one 
who has ever, even once, taken 
illegal drags, with the exception 
of experimental use of mari­
juana.
The FBI draws applicants 
from five major professional 
areas: lawyers, accountants, 
foreign language experts, engi­
neers and scientists, and other
hired in 1971 are becoming eli­
gible for retirement.
Jennifer Friedman, a senior, 
was chosen as one of 70 repre­
sentatives from all over the 
country out of 600 applicants to 
articipate in the FBI Honors
whose applications are then sent 
to the Washington office, fol­
lowed up by an interview, physi­
cal exam, and a drug test. Noti­
fication is in mid-March. —
deadline for all applicatii 
no later than Novembt
past summer translating and 
interpreting in the language 
service unit at the main FBI
The 
ons is
— ----- -------- --  J er 15.
Applications can be obtained by 
contacting either the area field 
office in Boston at (617) 742-5533 
or in the Career Placement office 
located in Slavin 105, or call 865- 
2305.
Opportunity Knocks...
Are you an undeclared stu­
dent? Are you having a hard 
time finding a major that is a 
good match for you? Do you 
regret your choice of major or 
feel doubts about yourself? 
Have you ever thought about 
making that appointment with 
a facility member from the 
psychology department just to 
chat, but had the ambition fade 
leaving you with unanswered 
questions and ignorance? Are 
you uninformed about what 
your school has to offer aca­
demically? Did you know that 
PC offers numerous minors and 
a business studies concentra­
tion? Do you need some career 
planning guidance?
If you answered yes to any 
one of the preceding questions, 
it would be to your advantage 
to put aside some time on 
Wednesday October 30, 1991 
between 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. On 
this date the Career Planning 
Service of the Student Devel­
opment Center and the Dean's 
Office are sponsoring the an­
nual Major Fair in v64 Hall, 
Slavin Center. The decision to 
choose a major, change a ma­
jor, become undeclared... learn 
more about career planning, 
about yourself, about your 
school-.these decisions should 
all be made with adequate in­
formation. The Major Fair is an 
extraordinary resource which 
must be starred umpteen on all 
planners of students with a 
need to gain information about 
majors, programs and minors.
One of the great things about 
the Major Fair is the presence 
of not only faculty/administra­
tion, but also of students, 
mostly seniors that will be more 
than happy to answer ques­
tions. In a sense, the Fair is like 
a "live" course catalog or bulle­
tin of Providence College. In 
addition, students will have the 
opportunity to get career plan­
ning information and learn 
about the career resources 
available at PC. Sigi, the career 
planning program in computer, 
will also be available to try.
Before the Fair be sure to 
attend one of the following 
three sessions called "Practical 
Tips: How to make the most of 
the Major Fair". These 45 
minute sessions will help you 
to make the bestuseof the Major 
Fair. Students can learn about 
important academic and career 
issues to consider and also, 
some of the important and most
useful questions to ask Faculty 
and students at the Fair. Sign­
up for either the Monday, Oc­
tober 28 sessions or the Tues­
day, October 29 sessions is in 
Slavin 209. Be aware that seat­
ing is limited and advance sign 
up is strongly recommened. 
(Note: If you are unable to 
attend one of these sessions do 
not be turned away from at­
tending the Major Fair.)
And so. Come one and come 
all to the Major Fair on October 
29, 1991 from 1:30 to 3:30 in '64 
Hall. If you need information 
or maybe you are confused, this 
invaluable resource will help 
you to begin to make some pur­
poseful decisions regarding 
youracademiccurriculum. Not 
only will you obtain informa­
tion and answers to questions, 
but will also feel good about 
yourself for taking a step in 
directing your future at PC and 
beyond.
Students for Gender Equality 
Upcoming Events
Monday. October 28 
Film - The Long Walk Home 
Whoopi Goldberg stars as an African-Ameri­
can woman who participates in the bus 
boycott in Montgomery, Alabama in 1955 - 56. 
Moore Hall II 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday. November 13
Speaker - Annie Millhaven 
RI author of Sermons Seldom Heard: Women 
Proclaim Their Likes, speaks about feminism 
and theology.
'64 Hall 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. November 17
Second Multicultural Women's Art Festival 
Roger William’s Park, 1 2 - 6  p.m.
Volunteers meet at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone interested in volunteering at the Women's Health 
Collective on their Health Hotline (3 hours/ week), contact 
Beth at 272-7512.
Volunteer Position Available 
at RI State House
If you would like to be aide 
and work at the Rhode Island 
State House for aCranston state 
representative, please send 
resume to Representative Paul 
H. Archetto, 350 Princess Ave., 
Cranston, RI 02920.
The work may be six to ten 
hours a week on a volunteer 
basis only; however, it will look 
very good on a job application.
If you have any questions, 
please call 277-2259.
ALMACS
* ° „ t e  4 4
Eagle Snack Chips
F R E E
i
6 oz. Pkg.
With *5.00 or More Purchase
Good At All ALMACS Stores. Limit One Per Customer. 
^  Coupon Good Thru Saturday October 26, 1991. ALMACS
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Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors!
Don't Miss These Two Important Events!
THE MAJOR FAIR
LEARN ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT ANY MAJOR OR MINOR 
AT PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
Wednesday October 30, 1991
1:30 to 3:30 pm in '64 Hall, Slavin Center
*GET INFORMATION on majors, programs and minors from faculty 
and current seniors from over 30 departments and programs. 
*SPEAK with members of the Dean's Office.
*GET CAREER PLANNING INFORMATION and learn about career 
resources available to you.
*TRY OUT SIGI PLUS, the career planning program on computer!
Be Sure To Cornel
BEFORE THE FAIR
BE SURE TO ATTEND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
P R A C TIC A L:
How To Make The Most Of The Major Fair
*This 45 minute session will help you to make best use of 
the Major Fair.
* Learn about important academic and career issues that you 
need to consider.
* Learn about some of the important questions to ask Faculty.
Presented by Mrs. Clarkin, Career Planning Service, 
and Dr. Sickinger, Dean's Office
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
2:30 OR 4:30 PM 3:00 PM
SLAVIN 120 SLAVIN 120
NOTE: Seating for PRACTICAL TIPS: HOW TO PREPARE is limited. 
Sign up in advance at Slavin 2 0 9  is greatly encouraged.
A LL E V E N T S A R E  SPO N SO R ED  B Y  T H E  C A R E E R  PLANNING SE R V IC E  O F 
T H E  ST U D E N T D E V ELO PM EN T C E N T E R  AND T H E  DEAN 'S O F F IC E
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The Debate That Won't Die
by Anne M. Lee
Editorial Editor
N ew  sp ark s a re  fu e lin g  th e  grow in g  flam es o f  student 
d isen ch an tm en t w ith  th e  p rid e  a n a  jo y  o f P rov id en ce C ollege, 
th e  D ev elop m en t o f  W estern  C iv ilization  program .
M r. D av id  N ev ers con tin u es to  b e  p u m m eled  b y  A fro- 
A m erican  stu d ents, w h o  find  h is id eas offen sive  and d ow n­
rig h t racist. B ru ised  b y  h is su ggestion  th at th e ir se lf-esteem  
m ay  b e  in  n eed  o f  a  b oost, they  h ave retaliated  w ith  the 
assertion  th at th ey  feel ju st fin e  ab ou t them selv es and their 
cu ltu re , thank  you . It is  the lik es o f M r. N ev ers, th ey  contend, 
w h o  su ffer fro m  in secu rity .
T h e  fu tu re  o f  th e  d iv ersity  m ov em en t find s a  voice in  the 
stu d en t-a t-larg e th is  w eek  in  th e  R ov ing  P hotographer. It 
d em o n stra tes th at there is  n o  con sen su s that an y  d iversifica­
tion  o f  the cu rricu lu m  w ill take p lace . Ind eed , on e stu dent w as 
u n aw are o f  an y  con trov ersy . Fortu nately , a ll Cowl read ers 
c a n 't  h e lp  b u t rea lize  that th e  issu e is  still at th e  forefront.
T h e  v ag u e u n easin ess and d iscon ten t o n  the p art o f  stu ­
d en ts, led  b y  the B oard  o f  M inority  S tu d en t A ffairs, Stu d ents 
O rganized  A gain st R acism , and th e A fro-A m erican  Society , 
seem  to  b e  tak in g  sh ap e , w ith  a  n u m b er o f  su ggestions ad­
v anced  b y  w riters in  th is  issue. Earl Sm ith , P resid en t o f the 
B M SA , o ffers  th e  id ea o f  a  cam p u s m u lticu ltu ral center. H e also  
b rin g s u p  the h ith erto  u n m en tioned  p o in t that w om en, like 
m in orities, a re  n eg lected  in  the W estern  C iv  cou rse. Su zanne 
G au d rau lt p ro p o ses th e  d arin g  id ea  o f  a C iv  boycott. I 'd  have 
to  say  th at a t th is  p o in t I 'm  skep tica l ab o u t the am ou nt of 
stu d ent p artic ip atio n  th is action  w ou ld  receive.
K eep in g  a c lo se  ey e  o n  th e  top ic, sen ior M ich ael P ickett 
w arn s again st th e  d om inan ce o f  em otio n  o v er log ical reasoning  
in  arg u m en ts fo r an d  ag a in st W estern  C iv . In  o u r increasing  
a tm osp h ere  o f  p olitica l correctn ess, M r. P ickett correctly  asks 
u s  to step  b ack  from  n am e callin g  an d  exam in e the issu es at 
hand.
W h ile  th e  id e a s  and  d iscu ssion s go  b ack  and  forth , lo  and 
beh old  w e find co u rse  reg istration  b o o k s in  ou r m ailbo xes on ce 
again . A s stu d en ts le a f th rou gh  th e  cou rse  list, w e should  try  to 
p u t ou rselves in  so m eo n e e lse 's  shoes. P retend  you  are  a 
m in ority  stu d ent an d  see w h at th e  cu rricu lu m  offers you . If you  
search  h ard , you  can  fin d  so m e 'a ltern ativ e ' cou rses, for ex­
am p le  an th ro p olo gy . I  th in k  stu d en ts are  tired  o f  h avin g  to 
p ore  th rou gh  th e reg istra tion  b o o k s each  sem ester try ing  to 
learn  ab o u t th e ir o w n  cu ltu res. T h ey  shou ld  not h ave to search  
a t all.
W h eth er o r  n o t a  ch an g e in  the co u rse  is  im m inent, it 
ap p ears o b v io u s that th is  d eb ate  w ill not d ie .
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The Killing of the Keg
b y  K e v in  M : M u lla n e y  ’92
Assistant Editoriak Editor
T h e m ovie Animal House is  
u nd ou bted ly  an A m erican  clas­
sic. C o llege students and b eer 
seem  to  go h an d  in  hand on  the 
n atio n 's  cam p u ses. H ow ever, 
the reign  o f  th e  in fam ou s keg  is 
d raw in g  to  a close. It is  d is­
h earten in g  to  w itness the ef­
forts o f  co lleg iate adm inistra­
tors to  end this tim e honored 
trad ition . C olleges and univer­
sities are  p ro m o tin g  a keg-free 
atm osphere , allow ing on ly  cans 
and  b ottles on  cam pu s. O ther 
sch ools are  exib iting  a d ifferent 
ap p ro ach , one that allow s for 
the u se o f the keg, em phasizing 
safety  an d  aw areness. M aybe 
som eth ing  can  b e  learned from  
these ''p ro -k eg " schools. The 
truth  o f the m atter is that kegs, 
a s  op p osed  to bottles and cans, 
p ro v id e a social environm ent 
w h ich  is  m uch  safer, cleaner, 
and  (su rp rise) m ore environ­
m en tally  advantageous.
So , w h y  k ill the keg? C ol­
leg es th at h av e  banned  k eg  use 
on  cam p u ses assert that kegs 
in v ite  and  p ro m o te  trouble. 
A d m in istrators feel that the
am ou nt that a  half-barrel contains 
(160  12 ou n ce cu p s, or ap p roxi­
m ately  7  cases), is  con d u cive to 
larg e  stu d ent con gregation s and 
overcon su m p tion . T h e  truth  is 
th at th ere  is  safety  in  num bers 
an d  that gettin g  a b eer a t a  keg 
p arty  isn 't a s  easy  as it looks. 
W o u ld  th e s e  a d m in is tra to r s  
rath er see  an  on -cam p u s student 
p u rch ase  a b o ttle  o f  Jack  D aniels 
o n  a Frid ay  and g o  b ack  to h is or 
h er d orm  roo m  o r  ap artm ent and 
d rin k  them selves in to  oblivion? 
Su re , th is is  safe. I t 's  n o  w onder 
that som e on -cam p u s students 
h a v e  to  g e t th e ir  s to m a ch s  
pu m ped .
A n oth er an ti-keg  argu m en t is  
that there is  a  tim e restrain t in ­
v olved  a fter  tap p in g a  keg . T h is is  
h y berbo lic . R eg ard less o f  the 
container, w hether it be cans, kegs, 
o r  fuel trucks, it w ill p ro bab ly  be 
consu m ed  w ith in  a  tw elve hour 
p eriod . In  fact, p rop erly  pressur­
ized  and refrigerated  k eg s have 
b een  kn ow n  to last for m ore than 
o n e w eek.
T h e  neigh b orh ood s su rrou nd ­
in g  co lleges argu e that parties 
cau se  v ast am o u n ts o f littering,
sp ecifica lly  in  the form  of 
can s, b o ttles, and  cups. I 
w ould contend that kegs lim it 
the am ou nt o f  refuse. W hen a 
keg  is  em ployed  in a social 
affair, the on ly  am ou nt o f en ­
v iro n m e n ta l jeo p a rd y  in ­
volved  is that o f  p lastic cups. 
W hen a party  is  lim ited  to 
can s and bottles, n ot only  is 
there a risk  o f  broken  glass, 
but the g lass, a lu m inu m , and 
card board  in w hich  the b eer 
is  packaged  are all dangers to 
o u r m ost sensitive environ­
m ent. In  short, keg  u sers are 
en v iro n m en ta lly  con scio u s 
and shou ld  therefore b e  co m ­
m e n d e d . A d d it io n a lly , I 
w ou ld  suggest that reu sab le 
p lastic  m u g s b e  u sed , a s  this 
w ould e lim in ate  any "b e er 
g arb ag e ."
W hen y ou  think ab ou t it, 
u sing k eg s can  be paralleled  
to ca ip o o lin g . T h ey  both  
provid e a  consolid ated  serv­
ice w hile  lessen ing  en v iron ­
m ental hazard . B y exercising  
ed u cational aw areness, kegs 
can  b e  a safe  form  for legal 
aged  d rin k ing , and  rem ain  a 
great co lleg iate  tradition.
Student vs. Police Brutality
Providence Police Dept is taking it too far.
b y  M arg are t S o n n er
Assist. Editorials Editor________
I am  grad u atin g  from  Provi­
d ence C ollege in  M ay. For the 
p ast six w eeks I h ave been  stop­
p ing  to  appreciate the aspects 
ab o u t P C  that I have taken  for 
granted  in  the last three years. 
T h ere  seem s to  b e  one charac­
teristic ov erall that I w ould 
ch ang e ab ou t PC , that is  its 
s u rr o u n d in g  e n v iro n m e n t. 
P rov id en ce seem s to b e o f the 
m ost corru p t cities to w hich  I 
h ave ev er b een  exposed . I have 
fe ltth isw ay sin cem y S o p h m o re  
year. A t that tim e, m y  parents 
allow ed  m e to have a car on 
cam pu s. T h is inev itab ly  led to 
m y v en tu rin g  o ff cam p u s and 
into  the city . I w as then ru d ely  
aw akened  from  the illusion  o f 
P C 's  clean-cu t and friend ly  
cam pus. A lthou gh  these feel­
ings nave been  strong and brew ­
in g , I h av e k ep t them  to m yself 
(as m uch  I as  could). Last Thu rs­
d ay  n ig h t's  ev en ts m oved m e to 
finally  sp eak  o u t against this 
corru ption .
E very  stu d ent a t PC , espe­
cia lly  th is school year, has a 
story  ab o u t som eone he or she
know s w ho h as in  so m e w ay been  
v ictim ized  b y  o u r "p ro tectecti v e "  
P rov id en ce P olice D epartm ent. I 
am  not referrin g  to those stories 
o f  stu d ents w ho feel it necessary  
to  carry  h is o r  h er b eer from  one 
p arty  to  the n ext, n or to those 
stories o f u nd eraged  stu dents 
h av in g  k eg  parties. I am  ad d ress­
in g  the unnecessary  force inflicted 
o n  these stu d ents w h en  they  are 
"ca u g h t."
L ast T h u rsd ay  n ig h t a t 2  a.m . 
fo u r p o lice  cars  cam e screech in g  
d o w n  O akland  A venu e. M o st o f 
m y  read ers are p ro bab ly  say ing  
"w h aE s n e w ?" B u t th is tim e they 
stopp ed  rig h t in  front o f  m y  hou se 
a n a  w ith  a m ission . O n ce  th e  fou r 
p o licem en  and  tw o p olicew om en 
d ecid ed  there w as no action  to b e 
fou nd  a t th e  n ew ly  op ened  T i­
ran a P izza p lace , they  turned to 
the in n ocen t b y -stan d ers to  re­
le a se  th e ir  fru stra tio n s. T h ey  
p roceed ed  to  scream  a t th e  o b ­
serv ing  P C  stu d ents to  get into 
th e ir h ou ses im m ed iately . W hen 
th e stu nned  stu d en ts d id  not re­
sp ond  as q u ick ly  a s  the police 
d esired , b illy  c lu b s an d  arrests
started  to  fly. Shocked  a t the 
repeated  u np rovoked  ou t- 
lashes tow ard  the stu d ents, 
m y  roo m m atesan d  I w atched 
in  aw e. "W h at f...in g  school 
do you go to "  an d  "y o u  f...ing  
P C  k id s think you  ow n this 
c ity "  w ere repeated  b y  the 
h arrassin g  m em b ers o f  th is 
p o lice  force. A fter ab ou t an 
Hour o f sh ov in g  k id s in  cop  
c a rs , s c a r in g  th e m  w itn  
threats, and then, le tting  them  
go  they  fin ally  d ecid ed  to 
leave ; But not w ith ou t a battle  
b etw een  o n e  o u t o f control 
o fficer and the rem aining  five 
o fficers.
T h is  is  an  au trocity . The 
real autrocity , how ever, is that 
I am  fin d in g  ou t that th is kind  
o f  ev en t occu rs frequ en tly . So  
forget the m u g gers, ro b b ers, 
an d  th ieves, P C stu d en ts ! W e 
h ave an  ev en  m o re  threaten ­
in g  en em y ; th e  P rov id en ce 
P o lic e  D e p a rtm e n t. T h e y  
h av e  o u r tru st an d  th at is 
th e ir m o st e ffectiv e  w eapon.
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by Earnest Earl Smith, ’92
Quest For Multiculturalism
Black Athletes Are Students, Too
As I sat at Midnight Madness 
last Monday night, I was re­
minded of an old gospel song we 
used to sing in church called 
"Don't wait 'till the battle's over. 
Shout now." The song goes on to 
say in the next verse, "We know 
in the end we're going to win. " 
I found it strange that in the midst 
of all the hoopla and cheering I 
would be thinking of a gospel 
song. Then it all became clear to 
me. The message the song was 
:rying to relate was that it is okay 
to shout because the Lord will 
return and will reign here on 
earth forever. When we are 
cheering for the basketball team, 
what are we cheering for? To be 
more specific, why are we cheer- 
ng? And if we are cheering, is it 
for the right reason?
Please don't get me wrong. I 
ove basketball and I have a lot of 
respect for the players and 
coaches of both the women's and 
men's teams, but when I cheer at 
game I also cheer for them in 
he classroom. Some persons 
seem to forget that these men 
nd women are students as well
and their education means a 
lot to them, just as much as it 
does to the student studying 
accounting or pre-med. Few 
players go on to play profes­
sionally, so that same person 
you are cheering for on the 
court will be competing with 
you for a job in the job market.
With all this considered, I 
call on the administration to 
set up a multicultural center 
here at PC. Also to introduce 
new courses and revamp old 
ones with the accomplish­
ments and contributions of 
Africans, Latinos, Asians and 
women. I also call on the 
administration to hire more 
minority faculty members to 
help promote diversity in the 
classroom. And finally, to in­
clude more than already pres­
ent the role of Blacks, Latinos, 
Asians and women in West­
ern Civ. This is something that 
is long overdue. There is no 
way the administra tion can say 
that Blacks, Latinos, Asians, 
and women are getting the 
fullest education available
when there is no place on cam­
pus where they can learn about ■ 
themselves. It seems as though 
the college is saying to its mi­
norities, "It is nice to have you 
here and see your colorful faces, 
but if you want to learn about 
yourself, do it on your own time. 
Learn our interpretation of his­
tory."
It seems that the administra­
tion is saying to the men's and 
women's basketball teams, 
"Win us a Big East Champion­
ship and get us back to the Final 
Four, but if you want to learn 
about Marcus Garvey, Kwame 
Ture, Dr. Charles Drew, Ma­
dame C.J. Walker, Mary Be- 
thune, and Medgar Evers, do it • 
on your own time."
To the student-athlete, diver­
sity is here in some sense at PC, 
but discrimination and racism 
are hereas well. The same people 
who would cheer for Marques 
Bragg or Corey Floyd at the Civic 
Center would gladly tell a 
"nigger joke" at a keg party. We 
need to insure that Providence 
College is graduating into the
real world, well-rounded men 
and women. We cannot do 
this when people leave here 
with the same stereotypes 
intact, the same ones they 
came here with as underclass­
men.
So, the next time you're at a 
women's or men's basketball 
game, before you stand and 
salute the players, think about 
why you are cheering. It is 
because of the glory the school 
will receive for being a na­
tionally ranked powerhouse, 
making more students want 
to attend PC? Is it because of 
all the publicity and money 
the school will receive as they 
go on the Final Four? Is it the 
pride you feel when you go 
home and tell all your mends, 
"Yeah, I know most of the guys 
on the team....?” When you 
stand and cheer, which is 
something we all should do, 
make sure it is for the right 
reason. Stand and cheer be­
cause you appreciate their 
hard work and drive, and you
want to see them be successfu 
on the court and in the class 
room. When you stand am 
cheer, send a message to the 
administration that you real 
ize these players are students 
and need to learn more abou 
themselves and we need to 
leam more about them.
These black men anc 
women are being deniec 
something, and the students 
of PC are being denied some­
thing as well. Demand a mul­
ticultural center here at PC, so 
we can all leam from each 
other.
In the words of New York 
City rapper KRS - one of Boogie 
Down Productions, "You Must 
Learn."
Earl Smith is the President of 
the Board of Minority Student 
Affairs, a Varsity Baseball Player, 
and a student activist.
Take Pride In Your Ethnic Heritage
"Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning 
to breathe free.
The wretched refuse of your teem- 
ng shore.
Send these, the homeless, tem­
pest-tossed, 
to me:
I lift my lamp beside the golden 
oor.'
Such are the compelling 
words which have inspired 
many immigrants to journey to 
America. Excluding the Black 
laves, almost all of today's citi­
zens come to this country for a
better life. These different 
groups and nationalities have 
melded their ideas and cus­
toms to create a culture which 
is representative of the United 
States.
What is this American cul­
ture? Many believe it is enjoy­
ing a baseball game on a warm 
summer evening with a hot 
dog in one hand and a Coca- 
Cola in the other. Others see it 
as a Thanksgiving feast or fire­
works on the Fourth of July. 
However, there is also another 
side to life in the United States. 
This consists of large Italian 
weddings, Afro-American
Blues, and Hispanic fiestas. How 
often do people go out for 
American food unless they are 
heading over to McDonald's or 
Newport Creamery? Most go 
out for Chinese, Mexican, Greek, 
Italian, or French.
Although America is a melt­
ing pot in which all types enjoy 
watching the Sox and Yankees, 
each ethnic group still carries its 
individual pride. I am very fond 
of my French Canadian heritage 
just as a good friend of time is 
proud of her Irish roots. If it is 
okay for my friend and me to 
hold onto some of the customs 
from our 'old countries' what is
wrong with Africans, Hispan- 
ics, and Asians to do the same?
To truly understand Amer­
ica, the history and culture of 
each ethnic group must be 
studied. Both the good and 
bad points must be examined 
so that future generations can 
leam by what has gone right 
and wrong. This includesAf- 
rican slavery and the decima­
tion of the Indians, as well as 
the Founding Fathers, FDR, 
and Abe Lincoln.
The American school sys­
tem is not providing students
with a well-rounded educa 
tion and many are growing up 
narrow-minded and egotisti­
cal. This can be seen right here* 
at PC. Unless we want a soci­
ety filled with such philoso 
phies, our schools and univer-* 
sides need to change. Maybe il 
the freshmen and sophomores 
boycotted Civ for a day, the
Erofessors would take notice.lowever, until achange comes" 
about, a true representation o£ 
the origins of the United States* 
will not be understood.
-Letters To The Editor—
Argue With Logic, Not Emotion We Must Fight Prejudice!
Dear Editor:
I have been following the "Civ 
debate" articles appearing in The 
Cowl during the past weeks and 
am glad to see an issue of sub- 
tance and relevance being de­
lated for a change. However, I 
m disturbed by the character 
iis debate has taken. Instead of 
ddressing the issue at hand, the 
rguments have turned into 
motional name calling. Virtu- 
lly every article makes some
Ejrsonal attack against Mr.avid Nevers. I agree that an 
understanding of foreign cul- 
ures is essential to becoming a 
well-rounded student and that 
ais knowledge is crucial for 
triving toward domestic tran- 
uility and completing in a di­
verse international market, 
lowever, Mr. Nevers raises 
some very valid points, many of 
which I agree with. Those who 
want to open the curriculum to 
more cultures must address Mr. 
Severs' arguments with equally 
ogical counter arguments and 
not emotional conjecture and 
aulty insinuations. Up to now, I 
must concede Mr. Nevers has 
defended his argument better.
As I said, I am disturbed by 
the way this issue has been 
addressed. What good is it to 
open up the campus to other 
cultures if students are afraid 
to Speak contradicting opin­
ions without being slandered 
by the "Politically Correct 
Thought Police." If this debate 
continues to be addressed with 
more passion than reason, it 
will serve only to divide the 
campus into isolated cliques 
embracing their own philoso­
phy and closed to others. 
People should be free to speak 
their mind, no matter how 
unpopular their opinion, and 
expect to be listened to with an 
open mind and addressed with 
a logical counter argument. If 
the multiculturalists ever hop>e 
to persuade the administra­
tion, they must abandon these 
f asd st-like tactics of condemn­
ing others' views and advance 
an organized logical argument. 
I must commend Mr. Nevers 
for stating his opinion in which 
is an unfortunately hostile 
environment to free thought. 
Michael S. Pickett, '92
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to 
the recent debates between the 
supporters of the Western Civ 
program, including Mr. David 
Nevers, and the supporters of 
multiculturalism. Being an Af­
rican-Americanmale, I fall on the 
side of multiculturalism. I must 
say to Mr. Nevers that it is not 
uncommon for African-Ameri­
cans to witness racism. Once 
again there is someone out there 
trying to steal and trivialize the 
contributions of the African and 
the African-American to world 
civilization.
The call for multiculturalism 
is not to omit Western Civiliza­
tion. It is true that America was 
created from a western society. I 
must also say that the emphasis 
should be on western civiliza­
tion, but two years is outrageous. 
The truemeaningof knowledge 
and education is to keep an open 
mind and open view about all 
things. How can I understand 
you if I do not know anything 
about you? If I don't know, all I 
can do is stereotype and gener­
alize which leads to prejudice.
are millions of African-Ameri­
cans under the poverty level? 
Is it because they want to be? 
No, it's because the racist 
economic structure created by 
slaveiyput them there. This 
shows if I don't know the facts 
then I must generalize and 
stereotype.
Mr. Nevers, multicultural­
ism gives people a sense of 
identity, as in tne case of Afri­
can-Americans. Have you 
forgotten that we were sav­
agely stripped of identity 
during slavery? The least you 
could do is give it back. After 
all, "Forty acres and a mule 
Jack, where it is? Wh/d you 
try to fool the Black. It wasn't 
youbutyou pledge allegiance 
to the red, white and blue 
devils that stole the soul." 
Furthermore, students should 
see the horror of smuggling 
tons of opium into China ana 
not the glorification of a noble 
and imperialistic act.
Finally, I must say to my 
fellow brothers and sisters on 
the Providence College cam­
pus, it is time to unite to fight
other cultures. Western Qv
fives us an understanding o uropeans,but what about the 
rest of the world? This out­
right racism in the PC curricu- 
lumisridiculous. "Minorities' 
on this campus must fight this 
prejudice that threatens our 
existence. Moreover, we must 
do whatever we must to sur­
vive "by whatever means nec­
essary."
Sincerely,
Eddie Searight Jr., '94
Mr. Nevers, ask yourself, why this blatant disrespect for
SeePg.8 
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What do you think will be the outcome of the movement to
diversify Western Civ.
Do you see it dying out, or ending in change? Why/Why not?
Greg Lahr ’93 :1 think it will end in a change 
eventually because it's becoming important to 
students to expand their knowledge. But in the 
long run Civ will still be as boring.
Andrew Grieca '92-’93:1 didn't know there 
was a movement to diversify Western Civ. I 
think there's too much of a history and reli­
gious emphasis already.
Dr. Pearson, prof, of English: There will proba­
bly be a slight modification- incremental 
changes- but it won't be abolished. It must 
change and should constantly be evaluated.
Robert Koehle *93: Seeing how the school 
seems to be against change-1 don’t think it is 
going anywhere.
Jennifer Gibbs *93:1 think it will result in 
change if more students want it to.
Megan Leonard '95:1 think it should end in 
change, but unfortunately I don’t think the 
faculty is going to listen.
Isis: I think the whole Civ program is going to 
the dogs. I would like to see the implementation 
of a canine studies program.
Lisa Salerno '93 :1 don't think it will change. I 
don’twant to be negative. I would like to see a 
change but it's going to take a long time.
Matt Conroy '92, Joe Gately *92, Ed Kneafsey 
*92: We think Afro Americans should set up a 
separate program. Perhaps these should be an 
option to study Western Civ or African Civ. 
Perhaps it should be optional for one semester.
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by Christopher Cummings
Graduate Student_____________
Out of the three branches of gov­
ernments, probably no one has done 
more damage than the judicial 
branch. The Supreme Court, in the 
last thirty-five or forty years, has 
engaged in a liberal quest to convert 
which was once a respectable 
American society into an immoral 
cesspool. Now, with the hopeful 
approval of Clarence Thomas, the 
Renquist-Scalia court will begin to 
clean up the mess that the Warren 
Court has left behind.
Within the next year, the court 
will hopefully overturn Roe/Wade, 
which since its inception in 1973, 
has resulted in the murder of over 
30 million unborn children. Much 
of the attention has been given to 
this prospect, and its reversal will 
give states the power to outlaw this 
abhorrent practice.
After Roe, the court should be­
gin to take steps at overturning
Lt’s Get Prayer Back Into Public Schools
another decision that unfortu­
nately has not gotten a lot of 
attention. In 1961, a decision 
by the name of Engle/Vitale 
was handed down, which for­
bid prayer in public schools. 
This decision by the Warren 
Court was one of many that 
further chipped away at our 
Judeo-Christian heritage. 
Now, the time is right for Engle 
to be reversed and thrown into 
thedustbin of liberal high court 
decisions.
Before this disastrous deci­
sion, children were allowed to 
join together every morning, 
to ask that God assist them 
through their academic en­
deavors.
However, the court did not 
feel that the states had the right 
to allow prayer in schools. It
might not be fair to those that 
do not believe.
Consider however, the sen­
timent of this country. Accord­
ing to polls, about ninety-five 
percent of Americans believe in 
God. This current poll is no 
different than earlier polls 
taken. Just what was this court 
trying to protect us from?
The answer is absolutely 
nothing; what we had, how­
ever, was a court on a crusade. 
The Warren Court did what it 
could to de-Christianize Amer­
ica during its tyrannical rule. 
Any case having to do with God 
was taboo. Therefore, the court, 
as it was accustomed to do, 
declared prayer unconstitu­
tional.
The sad part is that there is 
no Constitutional backing for
such a claim. Our founders 
made it clear that the federal 
government could not man­
date the formation of a fed­
eral church. However, it said 
nothing about state govern­
ments. The tenth amend­
ment clearly states that any 
power not given to the fed­
eral government is reserved 
for the states to decide. 
Should not state govern­
ments have the right to al­
low school prayer if they see 
fit?
Apparently, the Warren 
Court never let the 
Constitution get in its way. 
The result was a court that 
legislated from the bench 
(which really does happen 
to be unconstitutional) in 
order to make policy.
Fortunately, Ronald Re­
agan and George Bush have re­
pfaced many of these tired lib­
eral activist judges who act like 
legislators, and replaced them 
with judges who will interpret 
the Constitution. It is no surprise 
that liberal groups are outraged 
and will stop at nothing to de­
stroy conservative nominees. 
The recent character assault on 
Clarence Thomas and the lies 
told about Robert Bork in 1987 is 
evidence of this. Nevertheless, 
no matter what vicious path these 
sick liberal groups take, we can 
breathe a sigh or relief. The trail 
of garbage that has been left by 
the Supreme Court will be 
cleaned up. Hopefully, the school 
prayer issue will be cleaned up 
as well.
-Letters To The Editor
Hospital Trust Responds
Dear Editor:
On behalf of Rhode Island Hospital Trust National Bank, I am 
writing to respond to Peggy Sonner's article in a recent edition of 
The Cowl.
You correctly stated, "...that all banks share in the crunch of the 
recession," and that is one of the primary reasons for our strategic 
decision to downsize our campus branch. In a continuing effort to 
focus our strengths and resources within the markets we serve, we 
strategically review all branch locations and areas of overlapping 
service.
Certainly, in order to remain competitive, we will continue the 
process of assessing each of our market areas in order to more 
efficiently meet the needs of all of our customers. I should also 
point out that we continually look at new areas of opportunity, 
such as our recent decision to open a branch on Elmwood Avenue 
in Providence. Hospital Trust First Banking, opened in July, will 
help meet the banking needs of this underserved, inner-city neigh­
borhood.
As in banking, many industries are in a constant state of change. 
For example, not too many years ago, it was not unusual to find a 
gas station on each comer of an intersection. That is not the case 
today as the number of full-service gas stations has been greatly 
reduced with a subsequent increase m the number of self-service 
stations.
As you noted, another difficulty we are experiencing is the 
heavy volume at the Elmhurst branch caused by the closing of our 
branch in North Providence. This has put additional pressure on 
the Elmhurst office. In the short term, the problem should be 
alleviated as we have recently increased teller staffing by 50 
percent. For the long term, we have plans to re-establish a branch 
on Mineral Spring Avenue.
Regarding your comments on ATM transactions, we have 
recently re-programmed the Providence College ATM machines 
to dispense cash in $10 denominations rather than $20. Other than 
the Elmwood Avenue ATM, these are the only machines in the 
network of 36 ATM's that offer this alternative. Other actions we 
have taken include:
Installing a second ATM at the request of the PC administra­
tion.
Providing on-campus account openings at summer orientation 
and for the first two weeks of the fall semester;
Making a commitment to the administration to provide on- 
campus sales of Traveler's Checks, prior to school vacation; _
Running an ATM promotion in the PC ATM machines with 
instant prizes to be used in many of the retail establishments in 
Slavin Center.
This has been a turbulent period in the banking industry and 
Hospital Trust has been very fortunate in not only making a profit 
but in being able to offer products and services for a wide spec­
trum of retail customers. However, it has also meant a re-dedica­
tion to expense management which sometimes means changes in 
the way we do business. The downsizing of the PC branch is a 
prime example.
Thank you for this opportunity to present the bank's position 
and we very much look forward to continuing our relationship 
with the entire PC community.
Thanks
Dear Editor:
Thanks to all who participated and supported the road race 
to raise money for Project Haiti Outreach. We hope to make this 
an annual fall event.
Sincerely,
Paul Trainor
Assoc. Professor of Philosophy
Afraid Of Learning About Other Cultures?
Dear Editor:
The article which was writ­
ten by David Nevers entitled 
"Beware The Multiculturalists," 
is nothing more than a racist 
attempt to try to make liberals 
and minorities seem like the bad 
guys. Mr. Nevers has nerve 
enough to say that multicultu­
ral "politicized education is 
abhorrent to racial harmony. " 
In reality, ignorance is abhor­
rent to racial harmony. Racism 
is based on ignorance of other 
cultures.
I think that some people do 
not want to learn about others' 
cultures because they would 
realize that there is no real basis 
for their racist beliefs. For ex­
ample, if Mr. Nevers had taken 
an African-American history 
course, he also knows that 
American architecture, inven­
tions and many other things 
were originated by African- 
Americans. How can one say 
that the American society is 
solely based on contribu­
tions which were made by 
white Europeans?
In response to Mr. Nev­
ers' previous article, civili­
zation started in Africa. Yes, 
Egypt is definitely in Africa. 
I think that it is important 
for everyone to know the 
truth about not only African 
contributions to world his­
tory (philosophy, religion, 
mathematics, art, etc.), but 
also contributions from 
other cultures. About the 
"low self-esteem of the mi­
nority students," this is just 
a stupid and racist statement 
which was made with no 
factual basis. In reality, the
grade point average of the mi­
nority students as a whole is 
higher than the average school 
GPA. Also, if the minority stu­
dents had such "low self-es­
teem," they would not be here. It 
is hard being an African-Ameri­
can on this campus, especially 
since there are very few here. So 
we do have very high self-es­
teem. Actually, ignorant and 
racist people on this campus ha ve 
low self-esteem because if one 
loves himself or herself, he or 
she will learn to love others and 
will not learn to be afraid of 
others. However, ignorant 
people are afraid to learn about 
other cultures because they feel 
comfortable with the present 
racist world. They are afraid that 
the truth would be known. 
Sincerely,
Lori Duncan, '92
Protest The Gag Rule
^ T h ere  will be a rally on Sunday, Oct. 27 to protest the gag rule, a Supreme Court decision 
made this summer that makes it illegal for federally funded medical clinics to give any informa­
tion on abortion. Since clubs that get their funds from Student Congress are not allowed to 
publicly advocate anything remotely construed as a pro-choice stance, I'm using The Cowl’s 
editorial page for publicity.
The fact is that you don't have to be pro-choice to oppose the gag rule. As it stands now, 
abortion is a legal option and a right of women in the United States. People should have the right 
to be aware of all the options regarding health care, whatever they may be. The gag rule is strictly 
a legal matter, free of moral overtones. So if you believe in the right to have access to all the 
medical options concerning physical conditions, such as pregnancy, please come to the State 
House at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 27.
Sincerely,
Pete Mayer, '92
Help For Haiti Appreciated
Dear Editor: , j
May I take this opportunity to express thanks to the Providence College students who partici­
pated in the recent Providence-Haiti Outreach Road Race on October 5,1991, coordinated by Dr. 
Paul Trainor and Dean Wilesse A. Comissiong of the Minority Student Affairs Department of 
Providence College. , , . , ,
This "Holy Alliance" was intended to help raise an awareness of the plight of poor children in 
the poorest country in the western hemisphere and to raise some funds to help feed and educate 
them. Under the guidance of Drs. Trainor and Comissiong, these two objectives were well served. 
As to the participation of the students, it is satisfying to pay them a tribute for their involvement 
that may hopefully neutralize some of the negative publicity that a small segment of Providence 
ege students seem to disproportionately attract nowadays, 
fpre's hoping for more or the same positive community involvement in the future.
College
Her '
Sincerely,
Rev. Francis J. Giudice
Rector of Cathedral of Ss. Peter & Paul
D o rm  Special
$5.95
1 Medium  Cheese Pizza w /
2 Servings of Coke or Diet Coke
Call Us!
Brown
Downtown
357 Hope St. 
East Side, Prov.
861 -1200
PC-RIC Area
14 Fallon Ave. 
Providence
861 -9800
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Rugga Writes Commencement is ON
by Mark Ruggeri
Executive Board President
The financial situation that faces 
Student Congress affects every student 
here at Providence College. As many of 
you know, the Student Congress' budget 
was substantially reduced, resulting in 
less money to allocate to clubs.
K
Every dub funded by Student Con- 
ess will have their budget reduced. 
ie only way we can overcome this 
problem is to accept what has happened 
and work together toward a common 
goal.
Whether it will be co-sponsoring 
events or cutting unnecessary spend­
ing, there are many ways to help solve 
this problem.
We can make something positive 
come from this situation: unification of 
the school. We could all work on doing 
events together for starters. In addition, 
this could get students to meet other 
students they do not know and end up 
bringing students closer together and 
help to end apathy.
The Speaker Program, which was 
written about in last week's Cowl, will 
have a meeting on Thursday, October 
31st at 4:00 p.m. in Slavin room 203.
Briefly, to reiterate, the Speaker Pro­
gram mainly involves students work­
ing together with children. It will be 
involved with the "Stay in School" 
program, coaching athletic teams, 
mentor programs (similar to the Big 
Brother/Big Sister program), Reading 
is Fundamental (RIF), and other similar 
programs.
The Speaker Program will also ex- 
lore any ideas brought up. If anyone 
s any suggestions or is talented in a 
field re la te  to the Speaker Program 
(for example art or music) or you just 
want to be involved with the program, 
please come to the meeting on Hallow­
een afternoon.
e
This opportunity will allow you to 
develop ana improve your public speak­
ing skills, to include the experience on
your resume, make contacts in the Provi­
dence community, and be involved in a 
unique and educational experience.
If you have any questions or would 
like to know more about the Speaker 
Program, call the Student Congress of­
fice. Remember to mark October 31st 
on your calender or just drop by the 
Congress office, Slavin room 109.
Last Sunday, representatives from 
student governments from other Rhode 
Island colleges and universities came to 
Providence College for an informal af­
ternoon summit. The idea for this infor­
mal gathering developed at the WAVE 
of the Future leadership conference held 
earlier this month at Bryant College.
Many ideas have developed and 
come forth from this meeting. One idea 
was to have a monthly meeting to open 
communication between the different 
schools since many schools are suffer­
ing from problems similar to the ones 
we are experiencing presently at PC.
Finally, this past weekend more 
students were arrested. I cannot stress 
enough that THE POLICE ARE NOT 
GOING AWAY!
Just because the first few weeks of 
school are over, the police are not going 
to cease working in the Elmhurst com­
munity. They are staying here because 
they feel that PC is "a problem."
PLEASE KNOW WHO IS AT YOUR 
PARTIES! A person who you invite 
into your apartment or sell a ticket to 
could be an undercover police officer. 
Some of these officers look like college 
students.
Also, DO NOT WALK AROUND 
WITH AN OPEN CONTAINER If ev­
eryone uses a little common sense now, 
it will save them a lot of trouble later on.
It is supposed to be an unseasonably 
warm weekend and there will be an 
urge to hang out in the streets. Please 
move along to avoid any problems 
similar to the ones we encountered the 
first weekend here at school.
Just think about how embarrassing it 
would be if you were arrested and your 
had name printed in The Providencejour- 
m l-Bulletin . Being arrested can happen 
to any student here at PC.
Also, remember that the value of your 
diploma gets lowered with each nega­
tive incident. Further I know one per­
son who called an individual, and when 
she identified herself as a PC student 
she was hung up on.
You do not want this to happen to
irself as an 
om PC you want all the 
doors to open, not close.
by Jason Costa
%1 Class President
As most of you have heard or will be hearing, the Student Congress budget has 
been slashed. This directly affects our class as well as every other class and 
organization at the school. Therefore, our class will be receiving a considerably less 
amount of money for class activities and Commencement.
Funding was so tight that we did not have enough money to pay for our 
Commencement formal. Our class would have been the first in Providence College 
history not to have a formal during Commencement Week. Naturally this posed an 
enormous problem for us.
The officers and representatives met and began brainstorming to find a solution 
to this problem. A solution was found. Our agency fund, which has accumulated 
money over the past three years, is going to be used to pay for commencement 
activities.
On a side note, our class is planning a "192 Days" clubnight for early November. 
Please come- it will be a great time. Remember that I can be reached in the Student
Congress office, Slavin 109, if you have any questions or problems.
&
When you identify yourseli 
individual m
you.
SENIOR OlIESTIONAIRE
Due to a shortened schedule for
%
Commencement week, we would like you to 
answer the following questions 
thoughtfully. Your input is necessary.
The current schedule is as follows:
Tuesday, May 12 th: Evening event 
Wednesday, May 13th: Day and/or evening event 
Thursday, May 14th: Formal at the Marriot, Copley 
Place, Boston
Friday, May 15th: Awards Night 
Saturday, May 16th: Baccalaureate Mass 
Sunday, May 17th: Commencement
Questions:
1) Would you rather have a semi-formal and one special event or 
two special events?
2) What type of special eventfs) would you like?
3) What type of semi-formal? Theme?
4) When would you like to have the slide show? The morning after 
the formal in Boston?
5) Would you like to see the Valedictorian of our class give a 
greeting, like the mayor does, at Commencement?
6) Do you have any ides for the Commencement Speaker or 
Honorary degree recipients?
7) Are there any other senior activities that you would like to see 
during the year?
Please stop by the Commencement table in Lower Slavin: We
nppri vour ideas!
LAST CHANCE 
TO BU Y J.R .W . 
BIDS !!
lu e s .. O ct. 2 9 th  
10  a.in .-3 pan. 
Slavin  R oom  1 0 2
Bids a re  $ 8 0 .0 0
The "official” J.R.W. tux from...
357 South Main Street 
Providence, R.I.
421-7625
•Tuxedos ordered at Slavin 203 are available 
to be picked up-at the South Main Street store 
on Friday November 8th or Saturday Novem­
ber 9th.
You must sign-up for a table by 
Tuesday October 29th in 
Slavin'! 02.
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Taking it to the 
Streets
by Jennifer E. MacCallum
Congress Correspondent
PC get ready to put your 
walking shoes on and hit the 
streets! 'Taking it to the Streets 
IQ" will be held Sunday, No­
vember 3rd, 1991.
Started in the fall of '89, 
'Taking it to the Streets" is an 
annual walk-a-thon for charity 
that is sponsored by Student 
Congress. Last year we raised 
$1600.00 for the Providence 
Ronald McDonald House and 
The Women's Shelter.
This year we hope we can 
not only top the amount of 
money raised last year, but we 
also hope we can continue in­
volving more PC students in 
this very special event. The 
charities we will be walking for 
are the Providence Ronald 
McDonald House of Providence 
and Volunteers in Providence 
Schools.
The Providence Ronald 
McDonald House is a home- 
a way-from-home for families of 
hospitalized children. Located 
on the joint campuses of Rhode 
Island and Women & Infants 
Hospitals, the house provides 
what even the most sophisti­
cated medical help can't—a 
family's love. The Providence
Ronald McDonald House pro­
vides an environment filled 
with warmth, understanding 
and love.
Volunteers in Providence 
Schools (VIPS) is a volunteer 
program centered in the city's 
school system in which college 
students are able to volunteer 
free time to work in Providence 
schools. The hours which vol­
unteers donate are matched in 
dollar by the United Way. Not 
only does the program Volun­
teers in Providence Schools 
assist in the public schools, it 
also provides newsletters and 
seminars related to educational 
topics for its volunteers.
Any individual or club can 
walk in this walk-a-thon. You 
can have people sponsor you 
or you can sponsor yourself. 
Donations will be collected on 
November 3rd. If you are inter­
ested in walking, you may cut 
out the sponsor sheet below 
this article to collect donations. 
Slavin Pit at 12:00 p.m. All 
walkers will be meeting in 
Slavin Pit at 12:00 p.m.
If you would like more in­
formation on this event, please 
contact the Student Congress 
Public Relations committee, 
Slavin room 109.
Get ready to walk!
« us
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Taftifj2  ir t o  I ' m  
S f r s s i 3 III
A charity walk-a-thon for the 
Providence Ronald McDonald House 
and Volunteers in Providence Schools
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by Maureen E. Montegari
Congress Correspondent
This past weekend was a 
source of negative press for 
the Providence College com­
munity. On October 21st an 
article appeared in the Provi­
dence Journal which listed 
several students arrested for 
various alleged violations of 
the law in connection with 
alcohol. This article was 
posted in the Student Congress 
office.
One student who would 
only identify himself as an 
"off-campus student" called 
the office to complain about 
the posting of the article. Stu­
dent Congress does not copy 
these articles (and every ar­
ticle printed about the off-cam­
pus situation since the begin­
ning of the semester has also 
been posted) to embarrass the
students mentioned, but to cre­
ate an awareness in the student 
body.
"The police are not letting 
up," said Vinny Colonna, the 
Student Congress Representa­
tive to the Committee on Ad­
ministration. The extensive 
crackdown which occurred the 
first academic weekend of Sep­
tember will continue as long as 
the police department finds 
students in violation of the law. 
We cannot rationalize those 
initial arrests as the police trying 
to "start out tough in the begin­
ning." Students will be held 
accountable for infractions of 
the law as this recent article 
shows.
The majority of the students 
arrested over the weekend were 
cited for open containers. This 
violation can be avoided with 
common sense. If you go out­
side with a beer, and are seen
with it by an officer, you will be 
arrested. IPs as simple as that. 
Unfortunately, the officers are 
not always easy to spot.
A number of officers are 
undercover. They look like 
students, drive cars like stu­
dents, bu t the last thing on their 
mind is partying. They will go 
to our parties and then break 
them up. Yes, it is like 21 Jump 
Street, but it is working very 
well for the Providence Police 
Department.
Student Congress is for the 
students and welcomes any 
suggestions to help alleviate 
problems. The weekly meet­
ings are open eveiy Monday at 
5:30 p.m. in Slavin 203 or feel 
free to stop in the office, Slavin 
109. The off-campus situation 
is everyone's problem. Please 
do your part to help Providence 
College solidify its positive 
image.
Minutes From the October 21st Meeting
Minutes for the October 21st 
metting are as follows: 
Announcements:
• The Student Congress 
picture will be taken October 
28th at 5:00 p.m. in '64 Hall.
• There will be a collection 
for the November 3rd Walk- 
A-Thon next meeting.
• There will be a meeting 
for the Speaker Program on 
October 24th in Slavin 203 at 
2:30 p.m. The program is for 
students who wish to get in­
volved with community chil­
dren.
• All clubs and organiza­
tions must sign-in each time 
they make a poster. This is an 
effort to keep track of what 
little paper we have left. 
Committees:
Course Description: Surveys 
will be conducted the week of 
November 4th through 8th. 
Finance: Committee will meet 
soon to begin allocations. No 
club, organization, or class is
to use the printroom without 
the permission of Kathleen Ley. 
Food: Committee will meet on 
October 24th at 4:00 p.m. in the 
President's Suite of Raymond 
Cafeteria.
Student Life: The Downtown/ 
Eastside Shuttle Bus is going 
well.
Public Relations: ’Taking it to 
the Streets III," a walk-a-thon- 
for charity is November 3rd. 
Meet in Slavin Pit at 12:00 p.m. 
The money donated will go to 
the Providence Ronald 
McDonald House and Volun­
teers in Providence Public 
Schools (VIPS)
Time and Space Management:
Committees should commit to 
a specific time for their meet­
ings to accommodate Congress 
members.
O ld Business:
A Resolution was passed to 
establish a chapter of the Na­
tional Association for the Ad­
vancem ent of Colored
People(NAACP). The organi­
zation is open to all members of 
the Providence College commu­
nity and will work toward the 
protection of students' rights 
and cultural advancement. 
Boards:
OCRO: Volunteers are wel­
come to decorate the Smith Hill 
Center for the elderly. 
Residence Board: The opening 
of Colonel's Comer went w ell 
The room is opien every night 
except Sunday.
ACC: The apartments will host 
trick-or-treatingon Halloween. 
COA: The policeare still arrest­
ing. Board is searching for a
new Vice Presidentof Academic 
Affairs.
Classes:
'93: October 29th is the only 
day left to buy a JRW bid.
'94: November 16th is the class 
clubnightatStyx. from 7:30 p.m. 
until 1:00 a.m. Shuttle buses 
will ran throughout the night.
Introducing the Political Science Club
by Bill Hendee
Staff Writer
Science Qub will be holding an organizational meeting on 
Monday, October 28th at 7:00 p.m. in Moore Hall III. The purpose of the meeting will be to set up 
preliminary committees to discuss the selection of officers to the executive committee. ^
. who have an injerest in politics and the discipline of political science are encouraged
1 E.Ve7o°ne who attended the first organizational meeting should attend this meeting as well
I he I olihcal Science Club is a non-partisan organization committed to establishing a forum to the 
^^£^£^^diveree£oliticanssues^ndjdg^s. All students and viewpoints are welcome.
Announcements:
~ ................... “*.iM E ifilrThis Week in
Colonel 's  Corner:
Friday , O ctober 25 th —Open 11 p.m - 
3 am
S a tu rd a y , O ctober 11
p.m.-S a.m.: Come by a fte r the Stag! 
M onday, O ctober 2 8 th —Monday 
Night foo tba ll
Tuesday , O cto be r 2 9 th —Jam
s s/
Wednesday, O ctober 3 0 th —
Halloween Sundaes, 50<?
Thursday , O ctober 31 s t—Horror 
Movies and Apple Dunking Contest.
PC!
The Smith Hill 
C en ter need s 
m entors (tu to rs, 
big brothers, role  
m od els) fo r  
young boys* 
Anyone in ter­
ested, please sign 
dp in th e Pastoral 
C ouncil o tS ice  
(Slavin room z ip )
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We’re on Your Side
Student Congress and the Off-Campus Situation
12 The Cowl
Arts & Entertainment
Rosie's Happy Hour
McCrorie
to
Lecture
by Alana Tarro
Asst. A&E Editor
If you're looking for a place 
to unwind at the end of the 
week, try Rosie OGrady's 
happy hour! On Fridays from 
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. there is a 
free buffet and 75 cent drafts 
(16 oz.) with a $2.00 cover.
Last Friday there was a full 
house of people and a very 
entertaining one man band.Thie 
food ranged from chicken 
wings to pretzels and nacho 
chips. The only drawback was 
the lack of bartenders to handle 
the crowd. Every inch sur­
rounding the bar and at least 
2-3 feet around it was packed 
with overzealous people; I 
think I waited 20 minutes for 
the first beer! Of course there 
was not enough tables but as a 
bar rule, if the whole table 
lea ves you can't save your sea ts 
( I encountered this little prob­
lem). Besides those two minor 
setbacks, Rosie's has a pretty 
good happy hour- there wasl
even toilet paper!! But if you 
want to enjoy tne food you n 
better get there early, becai 
after 5:00 p.m. all that is se
h 1
luse
i en 
are crumbs and chicken bones. 
ENJOY!!
Coldstream Guards and The 
Queen’s Own Highlanders 
To Perform
by Damn DeMattos 
A sst A&E Editor
Although it is not widely 
known, the Coldstream  
Guards and the Queen's Own 
Highlanders served with our 
troops in Operation Desert 
Storm. These two elite mili­
tary precision groups will 
perform at the Providence 
Civic Center at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sunday, December 8th, as part
of an extensive tour of the United 
States.
As a welcome home gesture, 
The Performing Arts Association 
has received permission to award 
two complimentary tickets to this 
event to all Rhode Island veter­
ans who present valid identifica­
tion at the Civic Center box office 
before December 2nd.
Civic Center box office hours
The 1991-92 Providence 
College Poetry and Fiction 
Series continues on Tuesday, 
November 5, 1991, with a 
reading by Dr. Edward 
McCrorie of Pawtucket, RI, a 
professor of English at Provi­
dence College.
McCrorie will read from 
his new translation of Vir­
gil's epic, The Aeneid, which 
was recently published in a 
collector's edition by Donald 
Grant Press in West Kingston, 
RI. Parts of the translation 
appeared earlier in Readings 
in Western Religious Thought, 
published in 1987 by Paulist 
Press in New York. McCrorie 
will also read poems of his 
own, old and new, especially 
those showing the influence 
of Virgil in a variety of ways.
The poetry reading will be 
held in Moore Hall III begin­
ning at 8:00 p.m. Admission 
is free and the public is in­
vited to attend. Refreshments
will be served.
McCrorie's first book of 
poems, After a Cremation, was 
published in Berkeley in 1975 
by Thorp Springs Press. He is 
seeking a publisher for his sec­
ond book entitled Needle Man. 
He is currently working on a 
new book of poems, tentatively 
entitled Love Life, and he has 
begun exploring a translation 
of Homer's Odyssey.
McCrorie's poems and re­
views continue to appear in a 
variety of literary magazines 
and anthologies. He teaches 
literature, writing, and film at 
PC.
McCrorie is a 1962 graduate 
of Assumption College. He 
earned a master's degree from 
Villanova University in 1964, 
and received a doctorate from 
Brown University in 1970.
For more information on the 
PC poetry series, contact the 
PC English Department at 865- 
2292.
; Monday through Friday from 
a.m. till 6 p.m. For more infor-
arel
10 i 
mation, call (401) 331-0700.
Providence College 
Poetry & Lecture Series
Dr. Edward McCrorie - His translation of The Aneid 
Tuesday, November 5,1991 - Moore Hall - 8:00 pun. 
Admission Free - Refreshments will be served. 
(See article above)
Zuni Leader 
To Speak At 
Haffenreffer 
Museum
by Dawn DeMattos
Asst. A&E Editor
Joe Dishta, head councilman 
of the Zuni nation, will deliver 
a lecture entitled" Repatriating 
the Zuni War Gods," at the 
Haffenreffer Museum of An­
thropology on Sunday, Octo­
ber 27th at 4 p.m. The lecture 
will focus on the efforts of the 
Zuni people to find and restore 
sacred artifacts to Zuni shrines.
On May 30,1978, the Zuni 
passed a resolution to seek the 
return of special religious ob­
jects and to secure the protec­
tion and preservation of Zuni 
objects in museums. Zuni tra- 
ditionsdecreethatcertainitems 
may be handled only by one 
sex, or may be seen only at 
certain times of the year.
Of particular concern to the 
Zuni have been sacred 
Ahayuda icons, often trans­
lated as 'Twin Gods" or "War 
Gods." The gods are carved of 
wood and are placed in special 
shrines open to the elements. 
These icons are sacred items 
held in trust by the whole 
community.
The Haffenreffer Museum 
of Anthropology is located on 
the Mount Hope Grant in Bris­
tol, Rhode Island. For more 
information, call (401) 253-8388.
Penny Night to  
^  every Tuesday ^
We’re REALLY cheap on Tuesdays!
Billiards
Live Entertainment 
Dancing
1195 Douglas Avenue, North Providence Telephone: 353-0880 
5 minutes from Providence College
Hop on the party train to STIX! Free transportation on Thursday nights 
Catch the trolley at the main gates of PC - call 353-0880 for more info
iThursday:
FREE TRANSPORTATION on 
the "Party Trolley" -18  & up
We’ll pick you up and take you home for free!
Wednesday 
Night
"Come down and see 
what a nickel will buy!"
Friday:
Thank G o d  Its  Friday Party
Free buffet at 6 pm
and live music with
Don Levine from 7-11|
Saturday: Live music in the 
Tavern Room
Sunday: Open at 12 noon - free hot 
dogs during NFL games and 
1/2 price pool 'till 7 pm
. detnatvA,
on t>oa
.rd e
ivery Thursday, Friday and 
| Saturday in the Keg Room:
Free STIX cup 
filled with 17 oz. 
(dollar specials all 
nightlong! You 
won't believe 
what you get! 
'No cover 'till 10!
Have your own private party at STIX . . .  ask the manager for details!
FELLINI
PIZZERIA
525 Eaton St.
Open 11 am -11  pm Mon-Sat 
3 -1 1  pm Sun
Call 421-2484
NEW YORK STYLE 
THIN CRUST
Try our Garden Fresh Pizza ! or Pesto on Pizza !
Great Sandwiches :
Muffuletta (New Orleans version of the grinder)
Bellezza (Artichoke hearts and Bel paese cheese)
Have a night out at Fellinifs!
Little Man Tate
"... The story of an extraordinarily 
gifted seven-year-old boy, Fred, 
and his attempts to fit in."
Little ManTate, s tarrin g  A cad ­
e m y  A w a rd -w in n in g  a c tre s s  
Jo d ie  F o ster in  h er featu re  film  
d irecto ria l d eb u t, op ened  in  se­
lect th eaters  n ation w id e o n  O cto ­
b e r  18th.
O rio n  P ictures' Little Man Tate 
sta rs  Jo d ie  F oster, D ian n e W eist, 
H arry  C o n n ick , Jr ., an d  A d am  
H an n -B ryd . T h e  film  is  d irected  
b y  Jo d ie  F o ster an d  p ro d u ced  b y  
S co tt R u d in  an d  P eg g y  R ajsk i, 
fro m  th e  o rig in a l screen p lay  b y
Sco tt Frank.
Little ManTate i s th e s to iy  
o f  an  ex taord in arily  gifted  
seven -year-o ld  b o y  an d  h is 
a ttem p ts to  fit in . F red 's  life  is 
g reatly  affected  b y  the re la ­
tion sh ip s h e sh ares w ith  h is 
w ork in g- c lass  m o th er an d  a 
b rillian t p sy ch o log ist, tw o 
w om en  w ho h av e con flict­
in g  id eas o f  h ow  to ra ise  h im .
Little Man Tate is  M P A A - 
ra ted  P G .
■ '  ' V
Who: The Northern Pikes (Scotti Bros. Records/U.S. and Virgin Records/Canada 
Where: The Campus Club Providence, RI (438-6110)
When: Friday - October 25,1991 WHJY’s 10th Anniversary Party 
i  Northern Pikes Appear At 2:00 p.m. j
Guilty of Innocence
b y  A la n a  T arro
Asst. A&E Editor
C olu m bia  P ictu res w ill re- 
lease  th e ir 1987 te lev isio n  p ro­
d u ctio n , Guilty o f Innocence, on  
h om e vid eo D ecem ber 26th. T h e  
film  stars D orian  H arew oo d , 
D abn ey  C o lem an , an d  P au l 
W infie ld .
Guilty o f Innocence is  th e  story  
o f L en ell G eter (D o rian  H are- 
w ood ), and  en g in ee r in  the E - 
Sy stem s p lant o u tsid e o f D a l­
las , a  c lean -cu t, y o u n g  b lack  
m an  w h o h a s  n o  p rio r record , is  
arrested  for th e  h o ld -u p  o f a
fast food restau ran t in  a  su bu r­
b a n  T e x a s  tow n . G eter is 
shocked  b y  h is arrest, a s  is  his 
fian cee , M arcia  H ickso n  (D ebbi 
M o rg an ), friend s an d  co -w ork­
ers, w ho k n o w  h im  to b e  a seri­
o u s , u p stan d in g  m an  w ith  
d eep ly -n eld  re lig io u s co n v ic­
tions. T h e  h o rro r beh in d  the 
sto ry  o f  h ow  G e te r  cou ld  b e  
arrested , m u ch  less  convicted  
an d  g iv en  a  life  sen ten ce , 
ca tch es  n o t on ly  th e in terest o f 
60 Minutes, b u t also  th e  N a­
tion al A ssociation  for the A d ­
v an cem en t o f C olored  P eop le
(N A A C P ) an d  it ’s  a tto rn ey , 
G eorge H airsto n  (P aul W in ­
field).
G e te r 's  d efen se  atto rn ey  Ed 
Sigel (D ab n ey  C o lem an ), is  
su p p orted  in  h is  e ffo rts  to 
ev en tu ally  c lear h is  clien t b y  a 
su rp risin g  resou rce , G e te r 's  
b oss, C h alie  H artfo rd  (H oyt 
A xton) an d  fe llow  en g in eers - 
all m id d le  c lass  w h ite m en  
w ho liv e  sm all to w n  lives, 
rare ly  con cern ed  w ith  p o liti­
ca l m atters. W h y  d o they  get 
in v o lv ed ? "B e ca u se  it w as so 
o b v iou s h e  w as in n o cen t."
CLASSIFIEDS
F in a n c i a l  A id  a v a i la b le  
im m e d ia te ly ! Sp ecia l g ran ts p ro­
gram . E v ery  stu d ent elig ib le . N o 
one tu rn ed  d ow n . S im p le  ap p li­
cation . Sen d  n am e, ad d ress and  
$1 P & H  fee  (refu n d ab le) to: S tu ­
d en t Serv ices, P .O . B o x  22-4026 , 
H ollyw ood  F L  33022.
F R E E  S P R IN G  B R E A K  T R IP S
to stu d e n ts o r stu d ent o rg an iza­
tions p ro m o tin g  ou r S p rin g  B reak  
P ackages. G o od  P ay  &  Fu n . C all 
C M I 1-800-423-5264.
H isto ry  T u to r  W an te d  -E arly  
C iv iliza tio n - E gyp t and  G reece, 
9 th  g rad e  lev e l, east sid e o f  P rov i­
d en ce. C a ll 421-4372  (M arcia) F ee  
negotiab le .
E A R N  $2000  an d  FR E E  SP R IN G  
B R E A K  T R IP S! N o rth  A m erica ’s 
#1 S tu d en t T o u r O p erato r seek­
ing m otiv ated  stu d en ts an d  o r­
g an izatio n s a s  cam p u s rep resen ­
tatives p ro m o tin g  C an cu n , B a­
ham as, D ayton a an d  P an am a 
C ity! C a ll 1-800-724-1555!
B E S T  D A M N  C A M P U S  R E P  
W A N T E D !!! N O R T H  A M E R ­
IC A ’S  B E ST  D A M N  T O U R  C O . 
O N L Y  H I-L IF E  C A N  O F F E R  
Y O U  A  F R E E  SP R IN G  B R E A K  
TR IP F O R  E V E R Y  2 0  P A ID  A N D  
A C H A N C E  T O  W IN  A  
Y A M A H A  W A V E JA M M E R . 
JO IN  T H O U SA N D S O F  O T H E R  
C A M P U S R E P S . C A L L  N O W  1- 
800-263-5604.
A D D R E S S E R S  W A N T E D  im ­
m ed iately ! N o exp erien ce  n ec­
essary . P ro cess F H  A  m ortgage 
refu n d s. W o rk  a t h o m e. C all 1- 
405-321-3064 .
S P R IN G  B R E A K R E P S !! Earn  
u p  to  $3000! B ecom e p art o f  a 
team  an d  se ll th e  b est spring  
b reak  trip s o n  cam p u s. Earn 
FR E E  T R IP S  an d  u n lim ited  
C A SH $$. C all n ow ! T A K E  A 
B R E A K  S T U D E N T  T R A V E L  
(617) 424-8222  o r  (800) 328- 
SA V E  (B oston).
C A M P U S  R E P S  W A N T E D !!
E A R N  V A L U A B L E  E X P E R I­
E N C E , T R A V E L  A N D  M E E T  
N E W  P E O P L E ! SE L L  W IN - 
T E R / SP R IN G  B R E A K  P A C K ­
A G E S T O  JA M A IC A , C A N ­
C U N , B A H A M A S, M A R G A ­
R IT A  ISL A N D  -F R O M  $ 3 6 9 -  
B E ST  C O M M ISSIO N S PA ID ! 
SU N  SP L A SH  T O U R S 1-800- 
426-7710 .
O N -C A M P U S
M A R K E T IN G
Largest Selection  
In Providence
T?
Every Tuesday is student day!
Show us your school ID 
and save an extra 20%!
—  details.—
277 Thayer St, Providence 751-1870 
OPEN: Monday-Saturday, 10t30-6d)0 
Sunday, 12:00-S:00
w hat? FALL RETREAT
WHEN? October 25 , 26, 27  
WHERE? Camp Canonicus
Exeter, RI
WHY? Rest, relax, renew yourself 
THEME: "Freedom from fear in 
Christ's love"
Sign up now in COST: Only $10! 
Slavin 211,
Chaplain's Office
f
W
D
O
M
Opens it's 
1991-'92 
Season
Thursday 
Oct. 24
Morning 
Show 
8:00 a.m.
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Can’t You Take a Joke?
by Bill Fennell
Features Writer
Have you ever noticed that 
there are some people in this 
world who cannot take a joke to 
save their souls? You know, like 
when you Krazy Glue someone's 
eyes shut while they're sleep­
ing, and they get all upset about 
it? Or when you "accidentally" 
put thousands of flesh hungry 
piranhas in someone's swim­
ming pool? You just want to tell 
these people to chill out and go 
watch something relaxing, such 
as a documentary called "Exit 
Signs and Their Meanings."
What I like about the people 
who can't take a joke elegantly is 
that they always find some po­
lite way of telling you that they 
were offended. Sometimes, 
they'll simply look at you disap­
provingly and spit on your 
shoes, while other times they 
sadly shake their headsand have 
someone stab you from behind. 
But, only the EXTREMELY 
upper-class offendees, I mean 
those who hire people to do ter­
rib ly  p riv a te  th in gs fo r them , 
ill t '  '
ieir
d o w n  on  paper. H ow ev er
w ake the time to compo: 
th  thoughts and put the
se
m
stupid this seems, those people 
should be commended for ac­
tually taking time out of their 
busy schedules to put pen to 
paper and let people know that 
they're just as sensitive as the 
next wimp.
However, I have recently 
come under scrutiny because
I wrote something about a certain 
group on campus, and they 
whipped themselves up into a 
lather about it. And because they 
got into such a tizzy over it, they 
wrote a letter to the Editor. It was 
a short letter. If I may, I would like 
to quote the letter. "We would like 
to invite anyone... to spend some 
time with us in Joseph 110." Well, 
I did that, and you know what? It 
takes exactly 13,724 successive 
licks to get to thecenter of aTootsie-
Pop. Not that I was keeping 
count, but I was bored, and 
needed something to do.
What I would like to do now is 
rectify myself, and tell you of all 
the wonderful things that Resi­
dence life  does. For starters, in 
between findingnew ways to sat­
isfy the college's every need, they 
also really know how to let loose 
and have a good ol' laugh for 
themselves. Sometimes, when 
no one is around, they all sit in 
the office and make fun of Cowl 
writers. Then, after all their 
chuckling, tittering, and giggling, 
they'll get back to work and fine 
people.
Now I don't want you to get 
the idea that they fine people ran­
domly, because they don't. They 
fine people for very specific rea­
sons. For instance, if you are a 
student at Providence College, 
and you live on campus, and you 
pay full tuition, then you are fully 
qualified to receive a fine. If those 
aren't stringent qualifications, 
then I don't know what are. An 
example: John Q. Student (not
his real name) decides to listen 
to his radio while he studies. 
Mr. Student's parents have paid 
his tuition in full, have put a 
second mortgage on their 
house, and have promised to 
give Providence College their 
next child. Mr. Student then 
hears a knock on his door. He 
opens it, and sees a whole gang 
of Residence Life officials stand­
ing there, each with a "write 
up" slip in their hand. The slips 
are then presented to Mr. Stu­
dent, and he sees that he is 
charged with 1) Listening to 
music that "we" don't like, 2) 
Being a carbon-based life form, 
and 3) Having a keg party. The 
fines total $600, and Mr. Stu­
dent just stands there and 
weeps bitterly. However, this 
fine is perfectly justified, be­
cause Mr. John Q. Student (All 
right, I admit it, it's his real 
name.) is a resident student at 
PC. Some might say that this is 
not fair, but that's the price you 
pay for being insensitive to the 
rules.
Brian'S Bafflers
For those true thrill seekers, the following is a little puzzle to test your mind. The answer to the first problem, 26 = L. of the A., is 26 Letters of the
PUZZLES SO LU TIO N S
1) 26 = L. of the A.
2) 7 a* W. of the A.W.
3) 12 » S. of the Z.
4) 9 » P. in the S.S.
5) 18 «  H. on a G .C
6) 90 = D. in a R.A.
7) 32 = DJF. at which W.F.
8) 57 = H.V.
9) 4 = Q. in a G.
10) 24 = H. in a D.
11) 54 a= C. in the D.
(w/ thej.s)
12) 8 = S. on a SS.
2) wonders of the ancient world 
3) signs of the zodiac 
4) planets in the solar system
5) holes on a golf course
6) degrees in a right angle 
7) degrees Fahrenheit at which
water freezes
8) Heinz varieties 
9) quarts in a gallon 
10) hours in a day 
11) cards in the deck (w/ the 
Jacks)
12) sides on a stop sign
TH IS W EEK  AT SIDELINES
SPORTS PUB
COMEDY NIGHT
Friday, October 25th - 9:00 pm 
Featuring local comedians
"OPEN: Monday -'/riday, 6-12 midnight
Saturday-Sunday, 12 noon-12 midnight
POOL TRBLES-U I DEO GFH1ES 
SODA-FREE POPCORN 
CLERRLV CRNfiDIRN-JUICE  
5 CRBLE TUs
Every Monday night: MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
___________________ ______*B artender serving with proper ID*_______
/ - ------------------------------  - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  A
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by Megan Grennan
Features Editor
Friendly, bubbly, full of life. 
That's how I would describe 
Heide Moyano, a member of the 
class of 1995. Heide is from 
Barcelona, Spain, and has been 
living in the United States since 
August of 1990. She attended 
Pilgram High School in Rhode 
Island during her senior year, 
when she lived with a host 
family. Her brother, who is now 
in his junior year in high school, 
is also attending a school in 
Rhode Island. Arriving in the 
US without knowing any Eng­
lish besides "yes" and "no," 
Heide was forced to learn pretty 
quickly!
In a recent Cowl interview, I 
a sked Heide why she chose to 
attend Providence College. She 
said she visited as a recruit for 
the basketball team, and was 
impressed with the campus as 
well as the warmth of the people. 
She finds it exciting to experi­
ence a different culture, and has 
found many surprises regard-
In Step with Heide Moyano
International Student / Member of Lady Friars Team
ing the US since living here. 
According to Heide, people in 
our countiy are more conserva­
tive than she had expected. She 
is thrilled with the prices she 
finds here, as almost everything 
in Spain is much more expen­
sive. But Heide notes, "Maybe
the biggest surprise I have en­
countered is how the young 
people have fun - you go to a 
party and drink. In Spain, there is 
no drinking age, so we do a lot of 
different things for fun."
According to Heide, most 
people from Spain go to either
England or the United States 
to attend college. In Spain, 
college is a five year commit­
ment. Many are attracted to 
the two or four year degree 
that can be earned in our 
country.
Heide enjoys reading and 
music, but ner favorite pas­
time is playingbasketball. She 
is the point guard for the Lady 
Friars team, and is very en­
thusiastic about the upcom­
ing season. Heide has been 
playing basketball since she 
was six years old. She said 
that the nigh school teams in 
Spain are much more com­
petitive than those in the US, 
and their practices are much 
like those experienced on 
college teams. Perhaps this 
discipline helped to create the 
excellent player we now wit­
ness.
Having played on the Se­
lection Team, Heide has had 
the chance to visit and play 
basketball in numerouscoun- 
tries. The team played in 
Czechoslovakia, Russia, Italy, 
Germany, France and Portu­
gal. Heide said she liked Ger- 
maiw the best, which is her 
mother's native land. She enjoys 
traveling, and is grateful for 
having nad the opportunity to 
do so with the team.
Heide is a warm, sincere girl 
who makes it impossible for 
anyone not to smile and laugh 
when speaking with her. She has 
a sparkle in her eye and a zest for 
life that she shares with all those 
around her. Even after 7 a.m. 
practice, four classes, weight 
training and study hall, Heide 
maintains a bounce in her step 
and a glow about her.
When I asked Heide what she 
missed most about Spain, she 
answered emphatically, "My 
family! Food! My friends! Well, 
especially my best friend, 
Monica." She is very excited 
about her parents' visit to Rhode 
Island this Christmas, when she 
plans to take them shopping and 
take advantage of the "cheap 
prices" of our country. Sheplans 
on returning to Spai n f or the sum­
mer so she can work, go to the 
beach, and, of course, play bas­
ketball.
Weathering the New England Weather
by Brian Cappello
Asst. Features Editor
New England: Where else in 
the world can you have the need 
for a tanktop and suntan oil, a 
raincoat and umbrella, a winter 
coat and hat, and perhaps even 
toots and a shovel, all within 
the same week? Unless my body 
temperature is off, I wasn't the 
only one who spent last week­
end sweating one day and freez­
ing the other. New England 
weather has to be among the 
most inconsistent in the world. 
Just when you think you've got 
it figured out, a heat wave hits in 
the middle of February, provid­
ing you with another reason to 
scratch your head aside from 
the occasional dandruff build­
up. It seems that the entire New 
England region (especially 
Rhode Island) got dropped on 
its head one to many times as a 
child and just can't seem to fig­
ure out how far it is from the sun 
at any given time.
I'd say that the temperature 
in New England changes almost 
as frequently as the guys on 
Bosom Buddies did. Waking up 
on most fall mornings, the house
(or dorm) is usually quite cold 
due to the previous night. Natu­
rally, this prompts you to throw 
on about three sweaters and a 
heavy jacket. Being pressed for 
time (as most are), you don't have 
the time to check the outside 
weather until you are actually
on your way to class. Only then 
'jy ou realiz
Suite wa enly begin to sweat as if you
do you realize that it is actually 
q rm out and you sudf-
were being called upon to an­
swer a question in class and you 
hadn't heard a word that the 
professor said. Being a student 
of college level intelligence, you 
reflect on the situation and de­
cide that on the following day, 
you'll simply wear a T-shirt and 
perhaps a light jacket. Unfortu­
nately, what you fail to realize is 
that you are attempting to em­
ploy logical reasoning on an il­
logical phenomenon. So what 
often happens is you hit a day 
that's twenty degrees cooler than 
the previous one, and you are 
left feeling about as cold as a PC 
disciplinary board member's 
heart. Of course, if for some rea­
son it is actually warm out, what
will probably happenisthatthree
hours later, as you commence
your walk home, you discover the 
temperature has dropped some 
forty degrees, thus giving Mother 
Nature's version of Bloopers and 
Practical Jokes something to air on 
its next show.
One semi-consistent aspect of 
the inconsistent New England 
weather is the tropical rainstorms 
that show up at least twelve times 
a month. I suppose this is better 
than constant droughts, but occa­
sionally, I'm not so sure. It really 
gets frustrating during that three 
day span when I'm itching to play 
tennis, yet it7s forty degrees out 
and it seems the steady down­
pour is never going to end. Then, 
a day or so later when things have 
finally cleared up, either the ten­
nis team is hogging all the courts 
(what a shock) or for no apparent 
reason, it starts raining all over 
again.
With the Christmas season 
approaching, I am reminded of 
another inconsistency involving 
the weather. As you may have 
already guessed, I am referring to 
that mystical white stuff that we 
call snowfall. The only time you 
can depend on snow is at the end 
of a week when you were desper­
ately praying for a snow day.
Largest Selection of 2 & 3 Bedroom 
Apartments on Eaton, 
Pembroke, and Oakland
Priced from $425 to $950
contact: Matt Brissette 861-1171
Naturally, rather than falling 
on a school day, you know 
the blizzard will occur on 
Friday night or Saturday 
monung, thus giving Mother 
Nature yet another funny 
story to tell at the Supreme 
BeingsChristmas party. I also 
hate the fact that it's tough 
enough to get psyched up for 
Christmas since we no longer 
get anything but clothes, but 
we also must deal with the
Question of whether Bing rosby will be able to enjoy a 
White Christmas, or if the 
Grinch will be able to relish 
in the fact that the Christmas 
tree, the Christmas season, 
and his skin are all the same 
color. While I always pitied 
Californians for never Being 
able to enjoy Christmas in the 
snow, as least they are aware 
of that ahead of time and don't 
have to deal with the disap­
pointment in opening the 
front door on Christmas
morning only to see Santa's foot­
prints amid^ clumps of dead, 
mud-ridden grass.
Unlike the typical Civ class, 
New England weather is defi­
nitely not boring. For example, 
one never knows if April will 
bring a heat wave or a blizzard. 
One also never knows whether 
Christmas will bring twelve feet 
of snow or twelve inches of rain. 
This whole phenomenon helps 
me to understand why PC 
banned Spring Weekend as the 
administrators obviously real­
ized that it would only end up 
being cancelled because of bad 
weather anyway (why get eve­
ryone’s hopes up). There is an 
old saying about New England 
weather that goes something like, 
"If you dont like the present 
weather, wait five minutes and 
it’s sure to change." It seems an 
equally appropriate adage is one 
that goes, The only thing truly 
consistent about New England 
weather is its inconsistency."
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
A Women's Resale Boutique
1085 Chalkstone Ave. 
Providence, RI 
(401)421-6005
Open Tuesday
thru Saturday UNCOMMON
10:00 to 5:00 L M U f  TREASURES
SALES & 
RENTALS
of the 
PAST & PRESENT
Apparel & All 
Accessories 
over 100 Hats!
Reserve early fo r Halloween!
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The Treasurer of the BOP on Budget Allocations
The Board of Programers, along with the other student dubs and organizations, was recently made aware of the serious reduc­
tion of our allocation for the 1991 -1992 school year. Since our budget has been cut by almost 1/3 of last year's total, we are facing a 
serious budget problem.
The challenge now before us as a result of this large reduction is to continue programing events for the student body. BOP 
usually relies heavily on its allocation, which enables our 11 committees to program and subsidize events here at PC. The fact that our 
funds this year will be significantly less than in previous years, however, does not mean that we will not program for the rest of the year. 
The BOP as a whole is now working harder an being more creative in programing than ever. The Board will absolutely be much more 
frugal in programing, but that, hopefully, will not significantly alter the quality or the quantity of programing.
Another challenge ahead of the student clubs and organizations, BOP included, will be to avoid the flagrant overspending (or 
overspending of any amount) that has created this situation. Since BOP underspent its budget last year, we are confident that we will be 
able to meet this challenge.
Student Congress has the full cooperation of the Board of Programers on this matter. Yes, we were disappointed that the BOP 
budget is significantly smaller than last year. Unfortunately, nothing can be done about it now. The party or parties responsible are long 
gone. What will happen is that the BOP will continue to program as best we can with available money and resources. Kathleen Ley, 
Treasurer of Student Congress, and the rest of Student Congress, have been very helpful in keeping us informed of a situation which was 
beyond all of our control.
So we continue from here. Some minor changes in our programing will have to occur. We may not be able to subsidize events in 
such large amounts this year. Ticket prices for events may have to rise as a result. But the BOP is still firmly committed to programing 
quality on-campus events for the College community. We hope the student body and the administration will continue their support of 
our events. And if anyone has questions for the BOP, feel free to stop in any time and ask.
---------------------------  . A
Saturday, 26
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Halloween Stag!!
wear a wacky costume!!!
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. in Peterson
77x on sa le  on BOP o f f i c e  b r in g  P.C. I.D.
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Sunday, 27 in 64 Hall
Film
" P l o r t o X
Thos"
at 8 & 10 p.m.
popcorn buckets still available
Tuesday, 29
Coffeehouse
Halloween Cartoons 
and CANDY!
in the Last Resort 
9 - 1 2  p.m.
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This Sea is Not Empty
by Dr. Edward McCrorie
Professor o f English
Sometimes an artist produces 
a work which utterly demands 
that people reconsider everything 
produced earlier. Jane Lunin Perel 
read a poem in Moore Hall re­
cently called "Blood Sisters,” an 
elegy for Paula Telia Jones, a 
woman who worked in the col­
lege art department for some years 
before her early death. I remem­
bered enough of Paula, and 
enough of Jane's earlier work, to 
appreciate this work deeply. The 
• poem succeeds in fusing several 
literary traditions, the two prin­
cipal helixes being those of surre­
alism and ancient elegy.
Years ago when Allen Ginsberg 
wrote his briliant "Kaddish," a 
Jewish elegy for his mother, he 
too fused a nightmarish surreal­
ism with the somber controls 
imposed by his condition of 
mourning. The result was a 
wonderfully sad, at times garishly 
imaginative, but ultimately right 
poem. I had to read Howl again, 
to take a closer look at "The Super­
market in California" and other 
poems: "Kaddish" had cast a long 
shadow backward over those 
earlier works and now, strangely, 
the earlier works looked promis­
ing, literally, that a poem like 
"Kaddish" would eventually be 
writtenl don't know that all tnis is 
a very conscious, planned strat­
egy of the artist. I subscribe myself 
to a theory of unconscious inten­
tion: a poet may design as mind­
fully as she wishes; ner uncon­
scious mind will take care many 
other details, minor and major.
Jane's most recent book, The 
Sea is Not Full (Le’dory Publish­
ing House of Tel Aviv, 1990), 
deserves a close look for all these 
reasons. It contains a cornucopia 
of recent poems to which the poet 
has decided to add (obviously 
playing into my hands) revelant 
poems from earlier volumes. Not 
all the poems work for me; some 
I don’t feel quite competent to 
critique; another group is delight­
ful even if they connect to nothing 
else in the universe; and some, 
with ’’Blood Sisters" in mind, 
suddenly rise and put on wings. 
Among the new poems that do 
connect are "Jazz, Veal, and Pep- 
irs in June" and "The King of 
ork." Neither is heavily elegiac: 
you won’t find Greek muses, 
wilting woodlands and disaf-
E
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Classes Forming Now.
Call 1-800-KAPTEST 
and
Enroll today!!
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fected swains here. But both 
poems are colored by surreal­
ism and toned by deathliness. 
The King (surreally enough), 
"has bristling/ tugsinhis stom­
ach"; he also "stares into the 
black / oval of a fiy pan" (the 
key work black at the end of its 
line), and he is "swallowing / 
midnight" at the end—a picture 
containing the right brew of 
Perellian grotesque, humor, 
surrealism and mortality. Ella 
Fitzgerald sets the somber, 
bluesy tone of the other work. 
This colorful and ’leaping" 
poem (in the Blymanner) 
mingles the "bleeding rubies" 
of August tomatoes with a 
pounding of veal (a symbolic 
slaughter?) "while
Everyone wants 
the irretrievable note.” 
"Blues" is a fine earlier poem 
that had picked up on the jazz 
beat. Although the title refers 
mainly to a species of widely 
available local fish, the color 
tone is somber again: ”You can 
watch them do the death / 
wiggle on the decks of cruis­
ers. The poet identifies with 
their eyes, their spirit, and 
moves back into the sea with 
them, surrealistically, before 
the end:
"The endless circles of their eyes 
spinning back into the black 
waters where fire 
will fix them into the head 
of another creature."
A problematical poem in this 
collection is the long and ambi­
tious "I am Hannah Senesh." 
Often moving, this elegy re­
calls likeminded testaments 
emerging from the Holocaust. 
But the style is not so surrealis­
tic as documentary. I leave the 
judgment of such poems to 
others more comfortable with 
this literary manner and more 
informed about the cultural 
and ethnic expectations. For 
me, despite many gripping 
moments, the poem is not so 
effective as a whole. But in two 
other poems in the book, also 
taken from earlier publications, 
the elegiac and the surreal do 
coalesce, thus promising or 
pointing to "Blood Sisters.” 
"Soup Bones" has a title sug­
gesting no need for either the 
dreamscape or the deathly, but 
the poet soon writes of the 
marrow slipping out ("little 
suitcases or itself') and the 
bones, refusing to dissolve, lie
there, as hollow as any man 
in an Eliot poem. The at­
mosphere, for all the steamy 
windows, becomes quite 
chilled towards the close
when the face of the poet’s 
Mother ri ses, ghostlike, and 
"drifts above tne stove." We 
are told finally that the pot 
is "rattling” (a perrennial 
death-word) in its "dark 
preparation." The second 
em, "The Fate Man in the 
at" is more satirical than 
surreal, more comic than 
tragic. But again, with 
"Blood Sisters" in mind, we 
mark the "black engines," 
the "grim odor," the "glut­
ting" of the water. The man 
wants outof his ""flesh trap" 
(two strongly accented syl­
lables juxtaposed, convey­
ing the heavy sense of what 
Shakespeare called this 
mortal coil): he will put out 
to sea in an action symbolic 
of the end of things for 
Tennyson (and perhaps for 
Dickinson), heading for the 
"Ocean / Mother who gave 
us shells and beaks / a belly 
of darkness."
Very recently Jane has 
maintained this continuity, 
this intermingling of the 
surreal and the elegiac, in a 
touching tribute to Profes­
sor Rene Fortin, who died 
earlier this year of cancer. 
This work, as I heard it in 
Moore Hall, and as I now 
read it before me, struggles; 
not powerless to be bom by 
any means, some limbs of 
the poem are still unformed, 
or incompletely formed. I 
think that the simple title, 
"Poem for Rene, needs 
remulling in light of both 
the graphic details of the 
disease and the transcen­
dental yearningsof the man. 
The poem does express this 
yearning, starkly and su­
perbly, in the line:
'You were all I know of 
Jesus...."
And the final question is a 
startling leap of surrealistic 
love:
’’And which of us, Rene, 
Will ever recover from the 
aphrodisiac of your mind?"
But "Blood Sisters," in my 
view, is the greatest poem 
that Jane has written. Here 
the subject, the life and love 
of Paula Telia Jones, plays 
perfectly into the hands of
ALEX E. MAZIKA 
INSURANCE 
SERVICES
" Today’s Financial Services”
Since
1975
ngpoet. 
somethingofthe "cosmic child" 
in her friend so that the poet, 
without exaggeration, can find 
her in "knifeblades” of fir trees, 
in the ’lasers” of sunlight. The 
flashback to their meeting in 
"the star / Gazing sixties" (an 
effective line break here), rich 
with nostalgia and humor, tells 
of their singing in cemetaries, 
their code word of "Rainbow,” 
and how they
"salaamed the puddles in 
the eucharistic 
Night."
Moreover, Jane superim­
poses a form of incantation, an 
elegiac music reminiscent of 
Dylan Thomas or Walt 
Whi tman, upon the surrealism. 
Each part of the poem begins 
with a strong negation:No 
wound. No gauze. No trans­
plantation . . . . ’’ And "No
flames. No gaze. No incanta­
tion," the poet writes, but this is 
incantation and she does con­
jure the spirit of Paula, not only 
remembering their past together 
but seeing her here and now, in
"the heiroglyphics of the clouds," 
inthe"ceaselessnessofyou, gone 
daughter." Jane Lunin Perel has
been giving us her hard, sad
igsfc
1971 to the present-can it really
son  for quite some time. From
be twenty years since she first 
arrived at Providence College? 
Her life and work have taken 
diverse turns in that time-she 
has helped others, inspired, 
coddled, cajoled, mothered, and 
bemoaned. Now she has de­
fined one very strong direction 
of her work. It demands atten­
tion, a good deal of thanks, I 
would say, and discriminating 
appreciation. I hope my words 
will encourage others.
l&ap in Kjtstotp
by Robert L. Deasy
On This Day in:
1415 Fighting breaks out 
again as the invading English 
Army routs the French at the 
Battle of Agincourt to rekindle 
the Hundred Years War.
1774 Fifty one women join 
with the North Carolina Pro­
vincial Assembly to protest the 
tax on tea.
1854 Eight miles from Se­
bastopol the "Charge of the 
Light Brigade" leads to another 
Pyrrhic victory at Balaclava 
during the Crimean War.
1858 Speaking at a Republi­
can fund raising dinner in 
upstate New York, Williams 
Henry Seward undermined his 
chances for the party's nomi­
nation in 1860 by referring to 
an "irrepressibleconflict”pend- 
ing with the South.
1867 Maimonides College 
opens its doors as the first 
Rabinnical School in the United 
States.
1892 Caroline Lavinia Scott 
Harrison, wife of President 
Benjamin Harrison dies dur­
ing the midst of the Presiden­
tial Campaign.
1929 Albert Fall, who had 
been Secretary of the Interior 
during the Harding Admini­
stration, is convicted of brib­
ery. He is fined $100,000 and 
sent to prison. The investiga­
tion had started six years earlier.
1938 Chinese Nationalists flee 
Hangchow and move to estab­
lish a capital at Chunking as the 
Japanse wjjl occupy the entire 
Chinese coastline by the end of 
the year.
1983 Uni|jxi States military 
forces invade Grenada.
Sports:
1947 West Point's undefeated 
string of 32 games comes to an 
end when Columbia defeated 
the Cadets 21-20. (What were 
the names of the famous passing 
team for the Lion's? Answers 
found at the end of this chronol­
ogy)
1986 With two out in the last 
of the ninth, Bill Buckner com- 
mitedan error shattering the Red 
Sox chances to win their first 
World Series since 1918. (Who 
was the Mets batter who hit the 
ball through Buckner's legs?) 
This Week at Providence Col­
lege:
1952 Heavyweight Champ 
Rocky Marciano was warmly 
received by the student body in 
Harkins Hall Gymnasium when 
he spoke of the possibility of de­
fending his title in Providence - 
scene of so many of his earlier 
victories. (What is Harkins Hall 
Gymnasium today?)
Answers to Trivia:
1. Gene Rossides and Bill Swiaki
2. MookieWilson3. InthePresi- 
dents Complex in Harkins Hall.
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Where Have You Gone, Johnny U?
Come Sail Away...
by Chip Scutari
Sports Columnist
"Where have 
you gone Johnny U? You've 
left and gone away, hey, hey, 
hey!!"
Seriously
folks, the state of the NFL 
quarterback is a sorry sight to 
witness. Do names like 
Goeble, O'Donnell, and Friez 
conjure up images of great­
ness? I certainly hope not. 
There are only a handful of 
top-notch quarterbacks left in
C'essional football. With dall Cunningham and Joe 
Montana on the shelf, sepa­
rating the wheat from the 
chaffat the quarterback posi­
tion is indeed a tough task.
As a rule of 
thumb in the NFL, quarter­
backs get too much credit 
when things go well, and too 
much blame when things go 
awry. This season, though, 
there isn't a whole lot of credit 
to throw around. Players 
taking snaps from center just 
do not have the tools that 
their ballyhooed predeces­
sors possessed. Case in point, 
look at Terri fic Tom Tupa and 
Neil "Diamond" O'Donnell. 
These poor souls never threw 
a pass in a regular season 
game before 1991. The for­
mer was thrust into the lime­
light because of injury, the 
latter because of his team­
mates' ineffectiveness. In 
another day and age, these 
QB's would be considered 
overachievers, but with to­
day's media scrutinizing 
every aspect of pro sports, 
these guys are under constant 
pressure to produce like 
champs.
Take a look at 
the unblemished teams re­
maining in the No Fun
League. Bobby Hebert and Mark 
Rypien are at the helms of these 
two perfect squads, neither has a 
secure spot in Canton, Ohio. 
Granted, they are both strong- 
armed field generals who win 
on a consistent basis, but Sammy 
Baugh and Terry Bradshaw need 
not worry about their place in 
quarterback history.
All is not to blame 
on the modem day quarterback, 
though. The trend thus far in '91 
is a shift towards defense. The 
days of Staubach to Pearson, 
Bradshaw to Swann, and Stabler 
to Branch are long gone. NFL 
teams have made a concerted 
effort to shore up their defensive 
weaknesses, bulk up their line­
man, acquire speedy defensive 
backs and draft conservatively 
(i.e. take a quality defensive 
player over the franchise quar­
terback). Drafting quarterbacks 
is another big problem. It's a 
subjective process, a crapshoot 
ana there is no one correct way 
to do it. Does 1983 ring a bell for 
all you draft afficianados? The 
year of the quarterback, the best 
crop in history, yeah right! Todd 
Blackledge is an announcer for 
the Big East Network and Tony 
"Don't Hit Me" Eason still sees 
Mike Singletary in his night­
mares. Ironically, the last one 
drafted, Dan Marino, turned out 
to be the gem of the group. Go 
figure, huh.
Stingy defense 
and conservative offense is the 
fad for the nineties. The proof is 
in the facts. The scoring average 
for an NFL game has dropped 
from 44 points a game in 1990 to 
37.4 in 1991. Just another ob­
stacle for the contemporary 
quarterback to hurdle.
Are these men 
important to their teams? You 
bet your pigskin they are. Seif­
ert's squad of San Frandoesn't 
hit paydirt as frequently as 
they used to. The Jints, in­
habitants of the Swamplands _  
in Jersey, don't wear the boldr" 
stare they once wore in yearsr 
past. The reason—Joe Mon­
tana (injured) and Phil Simms 
(a victim of the Ray Handley 
Era in NY). Coincidentally, 
both of these lads matricu­
lated to the pro level in 1979. 
Their respective teams lack 
that certain spark, that invis- 
ib le driving force only a quar­
terback can provide for his 
troops.
Lotsa, lotsa.
You got it. 
There is an abundance of 
average signal callers resid­
ing in professional football. 
These average Joes are status 
quo at the present. Men, such 
asJimHarbaughand theever- 
lovable Bubby Brister look 
great in their uniforms. But, 
don't expect them to lead their 
respective teams to places like 
Pasadena, the Super Dome or 
similar sites on a Sunday in 
late January.
So, there are 
only a few studs wearing 
numbers like 7,12,13, and 14 
on their chest. Life is a series 
of constant changes and the 
NFL is no exception. What ~ 
was keen in the eighties is old 
news in the nineties. Out with 
high profile quarterbacks and 
high-flying offenses, in with 
conservative defenses and 
low-risk offenses. The golden 
age of Johnny U's brilliance 
and Joe Namath's brash talk 
is gone but not forgotten.
Scutari's Top 5 
Quarterbacks of All-Time
1) Roger Staubach (2) 
Johnny Unitas (3) Terry Brad­
shaw (4) Dan Fouts (5) Joe 
Namath
by Tom Hjorth
Sailing Correspondent__________
The PC Sailing Club 
has gotten off to a fast start this 
-season. They began the new sea- 
~ son in early September with a 
regatta at URL Led by skippers 
Steve Pyne (A Division) and Jed 
Dolan (B Division), the team held 
up well against the stronger teams 
such as Brown, Roger Williams, 
Yale and URL Liz Chisholm and 
Kristen Terkelsen crewed for Pyne 
and Dan Moynihan and Wendy 
Lejava crewed for Dolan. On 
Sunday, September 22nd, the club 
participated in an invitational 
regatta hosted by Brown and 
Roger Williams. Dolan skippered 
A Division and Moynihan skip­
pered B Division. Andy DiGio- 
vanni and Alex Masciarelli and 
JamieRoyaltematedascrew. The 
PC boats were crushed in the 
morning races by the well-drilled 
teams that practice every day. The 
late afternoon breeze of Narra- 
gansett Bay picked up for the last 
few races and Dolan and 
Moynihan were able to race more 
competitively.
The weekend of Sep­
tember 27th saw seven upper­
classmen travel to the Larchmont 
Yacht Club in Larchmont, NY, for 
the Tenth Annual Corinthian 
Intercollege Regatta. Angelo Del 
Re of Ramsey, NJ, donated his J- 
"35 Air Force to the team for the 
third year in a row. Doug Mor­
gan and Steve Pyne worked the 
foredeck quickly, executing all sail 
changes called for by skipper Jed 
Dolan. Paul Byrnes and Dave 
Santangelo efficiently handled all 
of the grinding and tacking of the 
headsail with Kara Hertel releas­
ing. Carrie Sweetser worked the 
pit and was able to master the 
tangle of lines with precision.
The team was faced 
with heavy winds and high seas 
on Saturday which caused Paul 
Byrnes to change skin color three 
or four times. Even with PC grad 
Chris Marx assisting with strat­
egy on his home turf on Long
Baby, She Was Bom To Run
Success has followed Hendricken over the ocean
by Beth Albertini
Assistant Sports Editor
After running the 
1500m at the World Student 
Games in Sheffield, England, 
Geraldine Hendricken took a 
day off before travelling to 
Birmingham, England for the 
British 3As - the British trials 
for the World Champion­
ships. "I wasn't going to run 
at the 3As, so I really enjoyed 
the party at the World Stu- 
dentGames. When I got there, 
though, I just couldn't sit and 
watch. I ran with [world class 
runner] Yvonne Murray for a 
mile, and I kept looking up at 
the screen - 1 couldn't believe 
it. It was great to run with 
someone of that caliber. 
You're supposed to be an 
apprentice before a master." 
Oneday it will be Hendricken 
as the master and someone 
else staring up at the screen.
Geraldine Hen­
dricken is one of those people 
who simply loves what she 
does - she loves to run. It is 
how she deals with the day to 
day pressures of being a full­
time student-athlete. "I can't 
give it up," she says. "I'm
addicted."
Hendricken grew up 
on a 200-acre farm in County 
Carlow, Ireland. She began 
running when she was 12, racing 
her brother "from the cow yard 
to the front door," and won her 
first race two months later, run­
ning barefoot at the County 
Carlow Cross Country Champi­
onships.
With one win already 
under her belt, Geraldine headed 
to the Leinster Championships 
in Freshford, County Kilkenny. 
Again running barefoot, Hen- 
dricken's strategy for the race 
was, "to run my own race and 
when my brother Willie shouted 
'Go Gerry!' I was supposed to 
sprint until I reached the front 
and not stop until I hit the tape." 
Needless to say, the strategy 
worked.
It was the first of 
many high school successes for 
Hendricken, culminating in two 
national cross country titles, and 
a national age group record in 
the 3000m at the All-Ireland 
Championships at age 17. The 
next day, she won the National 
1500m and led her one mile relay 
team to victory.
Providence Head 
Coach Ray Treacy, a native of 
Waterford, Ireland, took no­
tice of the high school senior 
and offered her a full scholar­
ship to TC, an offer Hen­
dricken could not refuse. 
After being named the 1988 
B.L.O.E. Irish Junvenile Ath­
lete of the Year, Hendricken 
made tracks to Providence.
At PC, Hen­
dricken has established her­
self as one of the top distance 
runners in collegiate athlet­
ics. She has been named 1990 
New England Cross Country 
Female Runner of the Year 
and 1990New England Track 
Runner of the Year. Last 
January, she ran a 9:04 3000m 
indoors, the fastest time 
posted that season for that 
distance. Along with fellow 
Lady Friar Sinead Delahunty 
and Villanova's Sonya O'Sul­
livan, Hendricken is among 
the top three distance run­
ners in the country. In July, 
she also ran a personal best in 
the mile -4:34.77.
Hendricken can't 
narrow down one or two high 
points in her career, but being
Island Sound, the boat and 
team took a beating from the 
conditions on Saturday but 
were able to finish respecta­
bly. On Sunday, the race 
began in light air which 
slowly increased to about 20 
knots. The crew was faced 
with five sail changes and a 
ripped sail, but finished in 
better position.
PC finished mid­
fleet in the Larchmont regatta 
thathosted25boats. Theeight 
boats were from the Naval 
Academy,CoastGuard Acad­
emy, SUNY Maritime and the 
Merchant Marine Academy 
all finished in the top nine. 
Other colleges that had boats 
were Darmouth, Penn State, 
Bates and Vassar.
The next regatta 
was last Saturday at Salve 
Regina College in Newport. 
DiGiovanni and Kevin Regan 
skippered A and B Division. 
Gregor Zimmerman and Ju­
lie Femino, and Colleen Mul- 
cahy alternated crewing. The 
team did well, with Regan 
placing consistently well 
througout the day.
On Sunday, four 
sailors travelled to Boston and 
the Charles River to a regatta 
hosted by MIT and Boston 
College. Pyne skippered A 
with crew David SSntangelo, 
and Bob Boracek skippered B 
with Carrie Sweetser as crew. 
In what was the largest re­
gatta PC has particiapted in, 
the two boats placed fifteenth 
and eighteenthoutof 24 boats. 
The highlight of the day was 
Pyne's third place finish in 
one race.
The team will be 
in action this weekend at 
Mass. Maritime and will fin­
ish out the fall season next 
weekend at Brown. This 
year's freshman class is tal­
ented and if they continue to 
sail as well as they have, they 
will be a force to be reckoned 
with in the future.
a two time runner-up in the Na­
tional Championships is up there 
on the list. Last March, she fin­
ished second to Suzy Favor of 
Wisconsin in the indoor mile at 
the NCAAs, and was second 
behind O'Sullivan in the NCAA 
3000m outdoors in June.
"The [world record 
breaking] 4 x 1500m relay was 
definitely one of the highlights of 
last year, and I would love to do it 
agam." said Hendricken. "The 
3000m and 1500m are wide open 
this year with Favor graduated 
and O'Sullivan gone." O'Sulli­
van is finishing her last season of 
eligibility in cross country.
"I think I run best 
underpressure. In order to be a 
world class athlete, you have to 
have, first, natural ability. You 
also must have dedication and 
will, as well as be smart. It's often 
the smarter runner who wins the 
race," commented Hendricken. 
"Great athletes are bom first and 
made later - with the help of a 
good [Irish] coach."
As for her goals for her 
senior season, Hendricken wants 
to have her best season ever while 
at Providence, which includes 
giving the Big East Cross Country
Championships this weekend 
her best shot. "I already have 
five All-Americans, another 
three [cross country, indoor 
and outdoor track] would be 
nice."
Hendricken is also 
gearing up for next year's 
Summer Olympics in Barce­
lona. She needs only to cut 
six seconds off of her 3000m 
time to meet the Irish qualify­
ing standard for the Games.
After graduating 
in May with a B.S. in biology, 
Hendricken wants to attend 
graduate school at PC. Until 
then, she'll concentrate on 
"being an athlete first and 
anything else second. It's all 
or nothing." She also wants 
to move up in distance - 
10000m on the track and 
possibly marathons - but that 
is a long way down the road. 
"Maybe it will be 26.2 miles 
in Atlanta in 1996 - you never 
know. I just hope it's not too 
hot."
Leticia Manning con­
tributed to this article.
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Raymond Action
Flag Football Thrives
by Tim Sullivan
LAB Correspondent
In flag football, 
'Coitus Interruptus" fell 
from the ranks of the un­
beaten, losing to the power­
ful senior squad "Mama 
Said Knock You Out," 40- 
19. "Mama” was led by 
quarterback Armond Mila- 
naseese, Mike Motto and A.J. 
Delair. Thus far, "Mama" 
seems to have a secure lock 
on a b a th  in the champion­
ship game.
The "Flesh 
Flutes" remained the only 
other undefeated team by 
rolling over the frustrated 
team, "Just Hold Me." 
Quarterback Jim Angelica 
continually exploited the 
lack of speed of comerback 
Kevin "Todst" Humason by 
completing several passes to 
wide out Dave Meyers. 
Many people feel that "Flesh 
Flutes*' is the lone challenge 
to "Mama Knock You Out" 
for the title.
In other action, 
the "Breast-Feeding Water 
allies," led by John Hughes 
and Chris Dubois, defeated 
"Suzy's Slam Pigs," 26-16. 
n the only other game last 
week, the ^ Penguins" found 
theirwinning waysagain by
defeating the not-so-fast 
"S ilv a  Bullets."
In the freshmen 
division, the 4-1 'Madmen 
from Meagher" defeated the 
2-2 "Parity's," 21-20. Scott 
Whittaker and Greg Fried­
man, both coming off the in­
jured reserve, played vety 
well for the "Madmen. 
KennyPetersonand Tim "the 
Meagher-Geran Nightmare' 
led the "Madmen" often 
sively.
In another con­
test, the "FightingHas Beens" 
defeated "BAMF" in a one­
sided affair, 32-6. Offen­
sively, John Carbonn and 
John Conant played tremen* 
dousgamesforthe4-l "Fight­
ing Has Beens." The toss 
knocked "BAMF" from the 
unbeated ranks,lea vingthem 
with a very impressive 4-1 
record.
There was no ac­
tion in the girls division last 
week. Next week might be 
the week that tee defending 
champions, "Tight Ends," led 
by Kristine Boyle, H eatha 
Marino, Maria Brandt and 
Megan Gallagher face "Suite 
55, who are led by Tracy 
"On Fire" Parrot, Katie 
Zottner, Annie Allcott and 
Carrol Hannah.
Frisbee Off to a High Start
bv Scott DumaisKB Correspondent
Last Wednesday 
night marked the start of the 
Ultimate Frisbee season. The 
opening game was a terrific 
matchup. "The Corona Beach 
Club" came out on top against 
"Polynesian Bobsled." It was a 
great win for "Corona" against 
a tough team.
The next game 
placed "Joint Venture" against 
"Bloody Sheep's Head." Fred 
Burke of the "Ventures" did all 
he could in a majestic display of 
athletic talent - but it was not 
enough to stomp the "Bloody 
Sheep's Head."
Also flinging the 
disc last Wednesday was ''Look 
Mom, No Hands" and "Flying 
High." The "Hying High"
ry1
Vc
teamsters fell in a heated 
battle.
The final game of 
the night proved to be the 
most exciting. "Long and 
Deep" faced 'Triends in Low 
Places." It was a close game, 
thanks to the efforts of Ma- 
beth Raftus and Mike 
odarsic, but the determi­
nation of "Long and Deep" 
prevailed in the end.
In Thursday 
night's action, "Tugman's 
Tormentors" played "Da 
Bears." Crowley led theway, 
and his 'Tormentors" to 
victory. They have proved 
themselves as strong con­
tenders.
Nice work to all 
the winning teams. 
Losers., .get out there and 
practice!
Mixed Doubles Tennis
by Scott Dumais
IAB Correspondent
The better tennis 
players in the mixed doubles 
tournament are beginning to 
surface and advance to the 
semi-finals.
Mike Corbi and 
Traci Parrott have advanced in 
a dramatic third set comeback 
to beat their opponents, Phil 
Tan and Bonnie Twonig.
Mike Malloy and 
Stephanie Rapp are another 
strong duo that has advanced 
to the semis. They outplayed
the senior team of Ed Lorseke 
and Christine Plain, then ad­
vanced against Jim Kane and 
Kara Kieman in the quar­
ters.
In the consolation 
round, Kurt Kern and Traci 
Cambell look like a favorite. 
Another strong pick is the 
John Reagan and Eileen 
Fortrand team. They have 
an upcoming match against 
the strong Jeff Dunn and 
Judy Bartlett squad. The 
match should be exciting... 
and the winners could find 
themselves in the finals.
Tomorrow...
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"O Captain, My Captain"
by Michael Tripoli
Sports Interviewer
The game is Jeopardy. 
The category is students of 
Providence College. The an­
swer: I am an All-American 
candidate and political science 
major. I also may want to work 
for the Jesuit Volunteer Core 
after I graduate. Know the ques­
tion? Sorry, time is up. The 
question: Who is Jen Theberge?
Jen Theberge is a 
senior midfielder on the 1991 
edition of the Providence Col­
lege field hockey team. Jen is a 
four year starter who hails from 
Hatfield, MA. Because of her 
status as a four year starter, Jen 
was named as one of the co­
captains of this year's team. 
Being co-captain is an impres­
sive accolade. However, it car­
ries numerous duties and obli­
gations. "I have to motivate the 
team and make sure that they 
are ready to play every game," 
stated Jen. ’1 also have to act as 
a mediator between all the play­
ers and the coach. I want my 
teammates to feel that they can 
come to me if they have a prob­
lem."
It may sound easy 
enough but it is a catch-22 situ­
ation. If the players can go to 
Jen with their problems then 
who does Jen go to when she 
hasaproblemofherown? Look 
no further than Coach Jackie 
Gladu-Barto. "I have a good 
relationship with the coach," 
remarked Jen. "I feel very 
comfortable going to her if I 
have a problem. If I don't want 
to talk to the coach, then there is 
always theotherco-captainfjen 
Finley)."
Having problems is 
one thing. Being an All-Ameri­
can candidate is another. When 
asked if there is any pressure 
associated with being an All- 
American candidate, Jen re­
plied, "I don't feel any added 
pressure. I don't expect myself 
to be an All-American so I don't 
really take it seriously. I don't 
put any extra demands on my­
self."
The vigorous season 
can make almost anyone forget 
about the possibility of being 
an All-American. This year's 
campaign has been an up and 
down affair so far. "I am a little 
dissapointed in the outcome of 
the season so far," commented 
Jen. "We are playing well but it 
seems like something hasn't 
clicked yet. We are having a 
good time and have good team 
dynamics. Something is miss­
ing and I'm not sure what it is."
After all is said and 
done this year, Jen will hand up 
her cleats and put an end to her 
days as a field hockey player. 
There will obviously be some 
void left with the absence of 
field hockey, and Jen realizes 
this. "I'll be happy that I'm 
done at first," she told me. "I 
won't be obligated to lift 
weightsorgo running anymore. 
But when summer rolls around 
and I realize thaj 
season to look 
miss the game, 
out on my own but it won't be 
the same as doing it with the 
team."
Along with the end 
of the season comes the termi­
nation of the student/athlete 
responsibility. When inquired 
about the dual task, Jen replied,
"Budgeting my time is tough. 
After pradtice I want to wind 
down for a little while. By the 
time I do wind down it's usu­
ally around 8:00. I don't have 
a whole lot of time to myself." 
If Jen is no longer an athlete 
then she is no longer a stu­
dent. 'Til miss the great friend­
ships that I ha ve with my team­
mates and the fact that I won't 
get to travel as much," Jen 
stated. "I am going to miss the 
whole idea of college alto­
gether."
Jen will don the cap 
and gown required for com­
mencement this spring. Since 
there is no more field hockey, 
what comes next? "I want to 
apply for a job with the Jesuit 
Volunteer Core," Jen said. "It 
is similar to a mini-peace core. 
Last year during spring break 
I went to the Appalachia Pro­
gram that was sponsored by 
the Pastoral Coundl. We did 
little things for the commu­
nity. I really liked it. The 
Jesuit Volunteer Core does
basically the same thing in differ­
ent places in the United States. I 
want to do something different than 
a real job after graduation because 
once I start a real job I won't have 
much free time."
Free time is a valuable 
commodity. If you have some, use 
it to watch Jen and the rest of the 
field hockey team battle the rest of 
the Big East. But remember, just 
like in Jeopardy, the time to respond 
is winding down. Tick-tick 
...tick....
Jen Theberge: All-American?
The V's Come in 3's
by Mike Sullivan
Sports Writer
At the beginning 
of this season, I spoke to 
Coach Carl LaBranche 
about his women's tennis 
team. Although hopeful, 
he accepted the factthat this 
wasa relatively young team. 
"The girls are exactly where 
the guys were two years 
ago. They are a group of 
established young players 
who know how to win," 
explained an ever-optimis- 
tic LaBranche. Surely, deep 
down he must have consid­
ered this a year of rebuild­
ing.
But after 13 
matches, the Lady Friars 
can't just be labeled young, 
for their 11-2 start is turning 
some heads. Solid play this 
past week led to three more 
PC victories. The wins came 
against teams from Central 
Connecticut, UConn and 
Harvard "B." It is clear this
women's tennis team is on a 
roll.
The team boasted 
three players who were unde­
feated in singles action last 
week. Dory an Hughes swept 
her three matchups at the 
number two spot, while Amy 
Mangano earned three victo­
ries at number six. LauraTozza 
continued to impress as she 
took her three singles matches 
and also was successful when 
teaming up with Mangano at 
number three doubles.
The number two 
doubles team of Kathy Meeker 
and Hillary Debbs were suc­
cessful too, posting an 8-3 win 
over Harvard's number two 
doubles team. It was the play 
of those two doubles teams that 
ushed PC over the top against 
harvard in a close 5-4 victory.
These over-achiev­
ing Friars conclude their fall 
season with the ECAC Cham­
pionships this upcoming week­
end at James Madison Univer­
sity^ _____________________
PlH,
BELIE VE IT OR NOT, THE GUY
ISINCLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course descrip­
tion, and Army ROTC is the name. It’s the one col­
lege elective that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadership potential and helps you 
take on the challenges of command.
There’s no obligation until your junior year, and that 
means there’s no reason not to try it out right now. 
ir1*DHsi
For more information 
Call Captain Greg Borden 
865-2025
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Lady Friars Hit Bumpy Road in Big East
by Russell Newell
Sports Writer
Providence played 
a tough stretch of volleyball 
matches last week as they faced 
four Big East foes, losing three 
of the matches. The Lady Friars 
overall record dropped to 11 
wins and seven losses (1-4 Big 
East).
They began the 
week on a positive note by 
defeating Brown in straight 
games(15-10,15-6,15-11). They 
went on to face Big East rivals 
Villanova, Georgetown and 
Pittsburgh, losing all three 
matches in four games. They 
also lost to Connecticut during 
that span in a non-league game,
sending the Lady Friars on a 
four game losing skid.
PC received a much 
needed boost when they faced 
Seton Hall at home. Needing a 
win, the Lady Friars came to 
play with a vengeance, beating 
Seton Hall in three straight 
games (15-6,15-6,15-13).
Missy Dawson 
played solidly against Seton 
Hall, earning ten kills. Aileen 
Koprowski also played very 
well, making eight kills with 
no errors for a .471 attack per­
centage. Ellen Monson turned 
in another excellent outing, 
tumingin32assistsand 12digs. 
Michelle Kent played very well 
defensively and had 16 digs.
Providence gave
another strong effort against 
Holy Cross on Tuesday night, 
winning in three games. Ev­
eryone played against Holy 
Cross. Mamie Panek took over 
the setter position for Monson 
and showed the excellent skills 
that Coach Bagge has been 
praising.
Missy Dawson 
leads the team in kills with 182. 
Koprowski followsher with 143 
and Monson has 546 set assists 
on the season. Kent has been 
stellar on defense as she leads 
the team with 202 digs.
The Lady Friars 
play URI Saturday at home and 
then travel to face Big East rival 
Boston College.
A Scoring Deluge at 
Brown
by Betsy Busch
Sports Writer
Ruggers Lose Another Heartbreaker
by Tim Sullivan
Sports Writer
Once again, the 
Providence College rugby team 
led with a little over 4:00 min­
utes remaining in the game. 
And, once agin, the ruggers 
collapsed and lost to Roger 
Williams College, 12-9. The 
defeat left the team with an 
unim pressive 1-4 record. 
However, this is one team in 
which the wins and losses does 
not reflect its true ability. Three 
of the four Friar losses have 
been by a total of nine points. 
Furthermore, the PC ruggers 
held the lead almost the entire 
game, losing all three in the 
final two minutes. Captain 
Brian Dunn summed up the 
season beat, "Talent-wise we're
one of the best teams in our 
division. But mental break­
downs keep us from being 
where we should be. We 
should be 4-1, not 1-4."
This week Provi­
dence suffered probably its 
most difficult loss of the year. 
As typical with this team, Sat­
urday's match-up was a defen­
sive battle. Brian Dunn, Jon 
Aorco and Bill Petrarca led the 
team with several bone-crunch­
ing tackles. As usual, the de­
fensive backs played a tremen­
dous game. Jean Beauchamp, 
Brian Grady and Paul Paglier- 
ani, playing in his first A-side 
game, continually halted Roger 
Williams' scoring attempts.
Offensively, the 
Friars stumbled this past week. 
Brian Grady, the leading scorer 
this year for the Friars, was the
sole offensive force this week. 
His three kicks, totalling nine 
points, accounted for all of the 
ruggers scoring this week. 
However, as can be expected, 
scoring only nine points is not 
going to win you many games. 
Roger Williams managed to 
boot the tying and winning 
kicks in the final three minutes 
of the match.
Although the Friars 
fell in defeat, all was not lost in 
the effort. Underclassmen Mike 
Carol and Jeff Beaman played 
extremely well in their first A- 
side appearances. When ques­
tioned about the future of PC 
rugby, Keith Nicholson re­
sponded, "If our younger guys 
continue to practice hard and 
gain some experience, next year 
will be a very interesting year 
for us."
When it rains, it 
pours. Such was the case when 
the Lady Friars played Brown 
University last week. After two 
shutouts in a row to West 
Chester and Harvard, PC was 
hungry to score. And score 
again and again until they had 
beaten Brown, 6-1. The game 
turned out to be a break in a 
string out shutouts; after the 
win, the women suffered an­
other loss to Boston Univer- 
stiy, 3-0. Their record stands at 
9-6.
Co-captain Jen Fin­
ley led the a Hack against Brown 
with three goals. Two more 
goals were added by sopho- 
moreCathy Guden, and one by 
co-captain Jen Theberge.
"We came out on 
fire," Finley felt about the 
team's performance against 
Brown. The team worked well 
together that day. They were 
able to execute their plays with 
little fault and enjoy one of their 
highest scoring games of the 
season.
Had the Lady Friars 
been able to perform the same 
way against Boston University 
on Tuesday night, the outcome 
may have been different. The 
team lacked the fire that had 
burned Brown. Boston Uni­
versity had more than double 
the amount of PC's shots on 
goal. Jen Finley stated, "We
didn't play up to our poten­
tial."
Hopefully, PC will 
be able to play to their full 
potential this Saturday against 
Syracuse on Hendricken Field 
at 1:00 p.m.
PC Athletes 
o f the Week
Kerry Lyons (Women's 
Soccer): The sophomore 
from Dedham, MA, 
scored two goals and 
dished off one assist in 
PCs 3-2 upset victory 
over eighth ranked 
Hartford. The win, the 
sixth straight for the 
Lady Friars, was their 
tenth of the season which 
tied a school record. 
Earlier in the week, 
Lyons also had an assist 
in P C s 2-0 overtime 
victory over Holy Cross. 
Lyons leads the team 
with seven goals and 
four assists.
John M artin (M en’s 
Soccer): Martin scored 
his seventh goal of the 
season f his fourth assist 
of the year in a 2-0 win at 
Pittsburgh which helped 
the Friars snap tneir 
four-game losing streak 
in East play, martin 
leads the team in scoring 
with seven goals and 
four assist 18 points.
The Providence College
begin their 1 991-1992
Hockey Friars
season on
k  Friday, October 25 at 7:00 pm
n
I
I
I
VS
The Vermont Catamounts
The 1 st 1 ,5 0 0  fans receive a PC schedule poster. PC students are
adm itted  free w ith  the ir PC student ID's.
S tudent g a te  is located in th e  back en trance  o f Schneider Area.
The Providence College Hockey Friars
face off against
The Alabama-Huntsville Chargers 
on Sunday, October 27 
at 7:00 pm
HUNTSVILLE.ALABAMA
PC students admitted free with PC ID.
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by Steve McCorry
Assistant Sports Editor______
Ahhh, the comforts 
of home. No long, uncomfort­
able rides to distant fields and 
no restless nights preoccupied 
with goings on back at school. 
PC's Lady Friars have been 
taking advantage of all the 
benefits of being the host team 
lately. With the exception of 
Tuesday's loss to Notre Dame, 
they have beaten every oppo­
nent that has rolled down 
Huxley Avenue to Glay Field.
Providence won 
their fifth game in a row by 
defeating Holy Cross a week 
ago. This was a defensive battle 
from the get go. Neither team 
got the ball beyond their oppo- 
nent's respective goalies 
through the first two periods, 
and PC found itself in its third 
overtime game of the year. 
Then, a sophomore from Mar- 
cellus, NY, stepped into the 
limelight. Chris Baily broke 
the ice with 12:06 left in the first 
overtime period on an assist 
from senior Julie Brackett. The 
door was opened, and PC 
charged through. With 4:03 to 
play, Baily struck again this 
time with an assist from none 
other than Kerry Lyons. Over­
time is prime time for the Lady 
Friars.
Hartford came to 
Providence last Saturdayboast- 
ing a ranking of eight in the 
country. This number was 
apparently just that to the Lady 
Friars: a number. The first half 
was scoreless, but period 
number two witnessed the 
emergence of PC's leading 
Lady Friar. Kerry Lyons net­
ted her sixth and seventh goals 
of 1991 to surge her team ahead 
2-0. If Lyons doesn't boot it in 
herself, she simply sets up an 
opportunity for one of her 
teammates to do so. With 32:20
left to play, Lyons assi sted Pam 
Healy, and Providence was up 
by 3. Hartford eventually 
scored 2 goals of their own, but 
goalkeeper Jen Mead stood her 
ground. She registered 7 saves 
inroute to PC'supsetof a highly 
touted Hartford team.
On Tuesday of this 
week, the famed Irish of Notre
Dame visited Providence, and 
although the end result wasn't 
in our favor, the matchup gave 
those in attendance one of the 
most entertaining games of the 
year. Every athletic team with 
the privilege of hailing from 
South Bend, Indiana, seems to 
carry with it a certain mys­
tique, an identity that draws 
admiration where ever it goes.
Take note of Notre Dame's 
football and basketball pro­
grams. Without question, add 
to the list their women's soccer 
team. From the moment the 
first player stepped off the bus 
Tuesday, the cheers could be 
heard far and near. "Just do it, 
Irish!" "Here we go ND!" And 
a good many of these encour­
agements from those who call 
themselves Friars.
The first ten minutes 
of the contest were controlled 
by those in the blue and gold 
uniforms. Two near-goals, one 
of which barely cleared the 
crossbar, put the Lady Friars 
into the immediate roles of 
defenders. An injury to a Notre 
Dame player was PC's only
Ju l ie  B ra ck e tt  h a d  an  a s s is t  in  th e  w in  o v er H o ly  C ross
by Chip Scutari
Sports Columnist
At the crossroads lie 
these Friars o f'91. That's right, 
the men's soccer team is situ­
ated right in the middle of the 
intersection, right at the cross­
roads of their season. Kind of 
ominous position to be in but 
one the Friars don't mind at all.
It's time to put the 
gears in overdrive, time to let it 
all hang out—you have heard 
all the cliches that pertain to 
these must-win situations. The 
Friars are entering the most 
vital two-week stretch of their 
1991 campaign. Only two Big 
East games remain, but if ever 
two games meant more to the 
PC soccer program in recent 
history, it's difficult to locate 
them.
This has been a season 
of changes for the Friars. They 
have collectively experienced 
a variety of feelings: the highs, 
the lows, the peaks, the valleys, 
the winning streaks, and the 
losing streaks that accompany 
a sports team. Beginning the 
season like wildfire, the Friars'
groove soon transformed into 
a rut. After an incredible 4-0-1 
start, PC fell victim to a severe 
offensive drought, their offense 
somewhere west of the Sahara. 
This lack of scoring punch 
plagued the Friars like a nag­
ging cold. Unlucky breaks, 
unlucky bounces, and plain old 
bad luck derailed the Friars off 
their path to success. All of this 
misfortune can be remedied, 
though, if the PC Booters are 
successful in their upcoming 
Big East endeavours (and other 
teams cooperate with losses.)
One element of the 
Friars' persona that's stayed 
intact is perseverance. The Men 
from Glay could have quit a 
long, long time ago. Last min­
ute goals in the first half were a 
back breaker for the Friars this 
year. Goals by Gerson Echev- 
erry (Seton Hall) and Nino 
Galich (Syracuse) in the wan- 
ingmomentsof play could have 
forced the Friars to hang up 
their spikes. Injuries, injuries, 
and more injuries. Brian 
Anselmo, Keith Donohue, Jeff 
Scott and others felt the the 
presence of Mr. Hurt at one 
point this season. Jeff Scott
played the second half against 
Pittsburgh on Sunday with a 
separated shoulder. Thisgroup 
of athletes just won't quit.
Pittsburgh, PA, seems 
like a nice place to snap a four- 
game losing streak. You got it. 
The Booters of PC used goals 
by the aforementioned Jeff Scott 
and Johnny Martin, to win an 
all-important Big East clash.
Accomplishinggoalsis 
what it's all about. The Friars' 
ultimate objective has been to 
capture a spot in the Big East 
tourney in Storrs,CT. Only four 
squads make this tournament. 
As of this writing, PC is one of 
those teams battling for the 
fourth and final spot. They 
must win their two remaining 
Big East contests, BC and Villa- 
nova, and then head for the 
chapel. And then pray vigor­
ously that Syracuse and the 
other contenders for that elu­
sive final spot, hit a wall, hit a 
dry spell and somehow lose 
their remaining games.
It is the last time 
around the block for the five 
seniors from PC. Seniors that 
form a geographic smorgas­
bord, from Nebraska to North
sanctity from a furious Irish 
attack. When play resumed, 
goalie Jen Mead made an out­
standing diving save to pre­
vent the scoreboard from 
changing. However, ND con­
tinued to dazzle thecrowd with 
its seemingly effortless pass­
ing and dribbling skills. At this 
point in the game, PC obvi­
ously needed a lift, and they 
appeared to get it from a very 
unlikely source. For the sec­
ond time, an Irish player fell to 
the grass in pain. After the 
three minute delay, a contro­
versy arose concerning substi­
tutions. The problem appar­
ently had to do with whether 
or not the horn sounded when 
a PC player re-entered the 
game. In any event, it caused 
the blood to boil of Notre 
Dame's coach as he spoke 
angrily to the head referee.
"It makes no sense 
if they go knocking the hell out 
of people and I have to keep 
putting them in!", Coach Cre- 
peau said.
Play stopped, the 
two men debated, and one 
bystander reminded the Irish 
coach that he has a bus. This 
moment of conflict may have 
inspired the Lady Friars be­
cause the momentum of the 
game definitely changed. 
Marilyn Pompeo got the of­
fense going with a shot over 
the right side of the goal. Kerry 
Lyons hadashotthatwentwide 
right, and Pompeo continued 
her aggressive play with an­
other shot that was unfortu­
nately too high. No, PC didn't 
score, but let's face it, it was 
vital that the Irish were shown 
that the Lady Friars can play at 
the other end of the field also. 
Needless to say, the half ended 
on an interesting note. NIYs 
goalkeeper dribbled the ball for 
the remaining 15 seconds to 
end the period on a low note.
PC's Coach Crepeau responded 
with the following words.
"Good, they won't 
win that way." Oh, how right 
you were.
In the second half, 
PC missed scoring opportuni­
ties one too many times. It was 
the half that wasn't. Christine 
Baily, Leslie Danehy, and Kerry 
Lyons all played with relent­
less vigor, but their efforts 
weren't enough. Lyons came 
the closest by way of two near 
collisions with the Irish goalie. 
Twice Kerry had a one on two 
break, and twice the ball would 
reach the hands of the goaly 
before she had a chance to fire. 
With 16:26 left senior Pam 
Healy had her shot stopped by 
a sprawling ND goalkeeper. So 
the chances came, and so they 
fell by the way-side. Neither 
team scored, and PC was 
headed to the suppossed 
friendly land of overtime. But 
no more can the Lady Friars 
bragg supremacy in the extra 
period. In less than two min­
utes, Notre Dame scored and 
the Irish celebrated in sea of 
blue and gold. Mead had 
stopped the first attempt, but 
couldn't recover in time. The 
Irish listened to their coach's 
pleas not to lose their focus, 
and using beautiful passing up 
field scored again with 9:46 left 
in the first period. The Lady 
Friars fought with everything 
they had, but never quite re-
f;ained their strengh after the rish outburst.
The women of 
Notre Dame stopped an im­
pressive winning streak and 
team two days ago, but one 
can't allow this single setback 
to blemish the 1991 Lady Friar 
campaign. With three games 
remaining on the regular sea­
son schedule, Providence has a 
chance to make this year, a 
season of seasons.
John Martin has scored over one-third of PCs Big 
East goals this year
Carolina, Massachusetts to the 
Garden State. They know their 
chances are slim but so were 
Buster's against Iron Mike. 
What matters here is that these 
Friars are still in the hunt and 
still have a chance to fulfil their
Sals. They have to overlook ;ir bad breaks, overcome 
their hard luck and, of course,
outshine theirnext two Big East 
adversaries. Crossroads are a
firecarious place to be. It's time or Doyle's Dudes to travel the 
road south to Storrs, CT. A 
location that the Friars haven't 
seen in quite some time— four 
years to oe exact.
See you in Storrs 
on November 8th!!
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